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6/2/57.
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followed by a question marl:, these names were
added to identify unlaiown individuals through infor-
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•

‘-.•MORRIS STEIN (?) : "Some of
the delegates have presented us -with the fact that
they must leave this afternoon and desire to advance
the election of the National Committee
therefore, ....first, report of the Credentials
Committee, second, the organization report, then the
Nominating Committee report and the election of the
National Committee. The discussion on the Political
Committee report will take place after the election
of the National Committee, that is, sometime this
afternoon, and then we will have, of course, an
international report."

A notion was made to accept the above pro-
posal. It was seconded and passed.

03CAR OLENIN (?) : "I am very pleased
to present the Credentials Committee report. We have
of fraternal delegates, 37- The average age is 45 and
the average years in the movement is 23- Of delegates,
v/e have o2. Average is 37 and the years in the movement
13. The alternates, we have 30. 31 is the average age,
and they have 11 years in the movement. The average
age of all fraternal', delegates, and alternates is 39*
Thank you."

;

’ NORRIS STEIN (?) s "You have heard the
comrades . ^ ..do I hear a move to accept it?"

A motion was made to accept the report and in
a voice vote, the motion on the report was carried.

MORRIS STEIN (?( : "Now Mr. Kerry ....
..the organisation report.”

•1
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THOMAi'.KERRYi "The organization report. The
resultant confusion from the

in the CPSU this year. , ......

"The eruption of the Stalin crisis
signalized by the Khrushchev revelations and the
revolutionary upheaval in Eastern Europe precipitated
a Communist debacle "

KERRY went on to say that the result of
the above described crisis led to the following:

1. An increase of waste in the Soviet
economy

.

2. The advance of the colonial revolution.

3. The eruption of a mass movement in this
country against JIM CRO’/.

4. The unification of American trade unions
with union movements throughout the world.

KERRY continued, "The events of the past
few years attest to the fact that v;e are today living
in one of the greatest transition periods in world
history." He said that all political movements were
being tested in thiB crucial period and went on as
follows

:

"How has the Party met this test? To begin
with, it should be noted that the primary impulse of
the regroupment discussions during the crisis derived
from the accelerated crisis of world Stalinism. The
further .is largely concerned with the
ideological decisions that brings us the test of
mass working class action Lacking essential
and effective the radlcalization of the American
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"working class. Within this framework that the....
....achievements of the past year. The most
significant and immediate of the Khrushchev
revelations, was to destroy almost at; one blow,
that whole body of Stalinist historiography and theory,
and accumulation of over 30 years rendered it null
and void, rejected by Stalinist quote...
The floundering of the Stalinist movement in this
country and throughout the world today are the most
important questions confronting the radical movement.
The two lacking any consistent adequate, and
now of the and their explanations have by and
largely baai rejected not only by the radical movement,
but by a very large section of the CP membership
itself.

“The Trotskyist tendency is the only tendency
in the world today with a body of literature that has
met the test of historical experience and has analyzed
this generation from

"Unfortunately, most of the old man‘s basic
writings are out of print. And so we aot ourselves,
that is, of supplying the demand for the
works of Leon Trotsky and making available this great
material that constitutes a veritable arsenal of Marxist
thought. We consider that one of the most primary
bbligations in the entire discussion that is taking
place

" ......are some of the things we
have already done, and some that we propose to do
and some that we hope to do. In preparation now,
we have the following items: ‘The Revolution Betrayed*
by New Park Publications in England will be available
sometime next month. In thi3 country, we
all the time and have already completed to begin
the republication and should be available within the
next immediate period. You are all .aware that the
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"University of Michigan has announced that it is re-
publishing ’The History of the Russian Resolution* 1

We have tried to acquire the rights of this
publication* The university seemed to have an inside
track, but I think in*. **«*».*.. •.Pioneer will hav3 the
privilege of publishing* .but we must roalizo...
the University of Michigan* w

(Inaudible statement)*

"Thoro is in preparation in addition* ’Trotsky's
Diary*’ In this connection, wo understand that
S hachtman has rocoived pomission from Natalia to
odit tho diary. Now, pro^octod for tho noxt period,
1* Tho Stalinist*. • ***all those publications aro vory
important to us. ‘In Dofonso of Marxism' is almost out
of print. I think we havo some 40 cr 50 copies loft and
we are already beginning to mako tho necessary arrongo~
monts to soo that this book is available. % ’Trotsky’s-
Work on Germany, 'a vory important body of writing, a

*

tho orotical analysis of the 0 *.* 0 of tho rolo of Stalin
and tho groat botrayal which brought about*

,

c ***for
tho samo period* And wo arc considering trying to
got tho rights horo on Trotsky^s biography

^

end honco bo ablo to bring that book out* In addition.
K^

r
n
ad?

i*
1® procoss of being printed is the book

JJJ Sf”?*
1

??
Cannon, his compilation of articles, “’Notobook

in Juit
eltC,

'A°J
Wnich Ws hevo V~orn '-v^ will bo delivered*

"

porled July^or^Augus to
^ “ WlU S°* Kor,: «»t

"Now, published
Decomber, ar
Rove la tions

•

Britain and broUsht~out byTo/iTrirSi.U.SiSL},

,
- SincO fcho last

rcrr^
0l

^°i!
lng pmriphlots; 'Khrushchov(arranged by our comrados in Great
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"the pamphlet on regroupment, on revolution In Hungary,
on the Santana Case and on the Chinese CP and the
developing revolution.

"Projected Is a revised edition of the very
Important pamphlet ’Socialist Workers Party — What
It Is and What It Stands For. 1 This was one of our main
pieces of literature during the entire election campaign.-

"Inquiries coming into the office
and from our mailing and television broadcasts asked
what the Party is and what it stands for. Unfortunately,'

had been written during the long period...
At the beginning of electoral activities, the Party

generally began getting more inquiries about what the
Party stands for so that Comrade Hansen has undertaken
the chore of revising the edition which we hope to get
out as soon as possible.

*

"Now the of demand for Trotsky's
literature is a po -t of the financial condition
of the Party. For the first four months of
1957, Pioneer Publishers sold approximately twice as much
literature as in the first quarter of 195 -j or first quarter
of 1955 , which shows there is an increasing demand
not available cannot be supplied. The inventory
on hand amounts to some 0,000 worth of books and w
pamphlets . Nov/ one thing we can do, if the entire
publication effort is to advance, has been a promotion
a comrade makes a little surprised to learn what
our total effort ........ .has been in Pioneer. In 195&,
Pioneer spent $98,000.00. In 1957 , it went down $27,000.00.
We feel, that if you recognize its aim that
promotion will become an integral part of our publications
and planning program and that a budget for advertising
is doubtlessly too big for distribution of our
literature® And a consistent advertising campaign in
the important should be carried out.

-5
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“Now the outstanding debt fro:n the branches
to Pioneer amounts to some enough to pay for
the publication of another book if the comrades would
remit promptly their, ••.••••••• •“

KERRY went on to say that the comrades
had in their convention folders, a report on the
StVP print shop. This included its minimum cost, the
fact that it is now just sustaining, its limitations,
its problems in regard to personnel, training program,
etc® KERRY praised the two comrades who had taken
the obligation of running the print shop. Comrade
CHESTER and Comrade HAYDEN# KERRY said, "both of them,
along with those who have actively helped these com-
rades in their spare time, or taken off v;hatever time
they could afford from work, were able to turn out a
substantial mass of Party propaganda at a very limited
cost,"

KERRY went on to say that the gr-.at advantage
of the print shop was that it was able to print in
limited quantities at a lower unit cost than obtained
from commercial printers. He said that formerly many
thousands of pamphlets had to be thrown away because
large amounts had been printed to reduce the unit cost.
Now, according to KERRY, the print shop could print
500 or 1,000 pamphlets, keep the plates, and if
needed, run off another 500 or 1,000 without any
difficulty.

In discussing the importance of the
distribution of SWP propaganda, KERRY said, "Let us
point out some statistics in connection with the re-
groupment campaign that we have been carrying on
since. ...... .In 1956, there were free distributions
to Stalinist meetings Rnd gatherings amounting to
lj.0,000 copies of fTha Kilitantc’ V.'e tried to cover
as many meetings of the C? members with the paper
in the early period.

6
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"And it undoubtedly led* we are convinced,
to helping to break down the barriers groping for a
solution and answer to their problems in the SV/P. In
the great mass demonstrations around the TILL case,
the MontgomaryyCaee and the 'The Militant' played
an outstanding role."

KERRY went on to say that ‘-'The Militant"
was a spearhead in getting the Party's message across to
the labor movement in support of the Negro protest
demonstration against JIM CROW. As an example, he
said that at Wasidngton, there were 1,500 copies of
"The "Milifcant" sold and it was the only paper being
distributed. KERRY asked,"I don't know whether you
appreciate what effect that has upon members of the
CP and other radical tendencies who were present
there."

-7- .
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KERRY oontinuingVf-. h- . The speaker
discussed the Schachtmamtes and of the approach
to them They approached the committee
and asked for permission to distribute 'labor
action and the answer was (no?). We
support a movement defending our right to distribute
literature hotel member of the
committee approach one of our distributors
and .........

Now, in addition, the Militant' sends out
every week over 1,000 copies of the paper to our
free list e;:-members, supporters of the
CP and Ivant to urge all the comrades

very important that what everything
we did from that to... at what stage the

will occur. First quarter of 1957
Same period, 1956, I didn't.. very reliable
comparison. We got 290 subscriptions
1952 so you can say that our entire activity in
the distribution mid sale of the paper is
engendering or the period when many
changed attitude in New York.

pick the paper up on the
newsstand in this connection. We want to give
again the practice of lifting the branch into
favor. Both branches want to be lifted
a very good one we did not have.,

We felt this material is very important.
Both from the fact it supplies Information to those
who want to reacn the Party in that particular
area and. ....... .unnecessary We think
we can get in addition to its role here

The “Militant' plays a very significant
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political blow throughout the entire
world. The Militant goes to 36 countries in
the world and including one subscriber,
the Kremlin in Moscow.

(Laughter followed by the applause of
many people )

.

Now we would like to see more, much
more in the paper than we did, but we are
confronted in increased 00s t
cost of certain distribution an Indication
of what . . . ; and in the past year the
issue of the paper Increased from 19b published
per month to $1,043.00 per jponth, equal to a
$3, 000.00 per year increase in and the '

other costs of putting the paper out. Ncv; the
of the '‘Militant" denotes $1,100.00
and liquidate. Now on the

‘'International Socialist Review, " the magazine
stepchild of the party for sometime

does not publish and it is a
in that respect in view of the increased
We propose that the magazine "be shifted to
Los Angeles because of the over burden of
staff number of qualified literary

We feel we can put out a better
magazine and to aid ...establishments
of a monthly magazine and which we enter into
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direct competition with all of the national
magazines now available and to establish a trend (?)
of the International Socialist Review as the

outstanding theoretical magazine
of the revolutionary socialist movement in this
country. Nov;, in addition, to ’ISR"
we have in recent labor youth
magazine. Very good voluntary both in
content and material. the comrades (?)
in England have won over a record of very
outstanding intellectuals who. knew
order self development .magazine
as the outstanding Russian expert for the
British. .club translator
Russian worker which appeared in England

I insist we ll make that magazine
one of the outstanding productions in the field *

in the entire world and will..., criteria.
and standard for competition which I am sure

campaign and increase tempo of
party activity in all fields for discussion

and in both formal and informal
Joint activity in penetration
such area3 as the civil liberties

struggle around. ....... .the Committee for Protection
of Foreign Born..* comrades are becoming
more alert possibility of penetrating
all .....of organizations which afford for
us an opportunity of further breaking down

the barrier that exists between the
SWP and the members (of the CP?) and

-10-
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is
this/one of the most effective ways of doing it
not only by condemnation (v) of our point of
view and argument, but by actual participation
of our comrades in this activity
creates a great impression upon the members

and possibly , . .tend to
re-establish the character of the CP and the

...barriers that we attribute to the
there is one development

have occupied a large part
of the franchise system and that this very close
up other parts of the country although v?e '

have tried because of local circumstances have
been very .....one thing that
of the MUSTE form his functions

construction on a national scale
I remember A. J. MUSTE in one of his presentations
stated that the object of is to
consider first the exemption of the
discussion that had been in any area of the
country known as which I am sure that
as a necessary function of the American fora
for socialism education would be to Intervene
in those places where obstacles and difficulties ‘

have been presented up to now influence
on labor given this very important
part and at the last permanent part we took
measures to strenghthen we have our set
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where we felt the burden of work on
the member with our limited forces very
M to _ . _ . _ _ _

Important in some measure

.

Yfe were able to establish
and maintain a out of our re -enforcements
we were able to organise the American
Yiuth for Socialism which has become one of
the outstanding youth organizations which

actions enterprise energetic
of the comrades who San Francisco,
Los Angeles, from other parts of the
country

Now we have breaking point
and always seen new opportunities which arise
out of this fact and that possibilities
of and where we stand we see no
possibility of substantial aid
solve these problems growing best
we might, Tinder good circumstances, I would like
to have you an answer that would be more active

also call on those to
participate in a little more active
in Party work such re-enforcements
become available I am sure that they will take
into consideration of those comrades

..reiterate again our 195& campaign

-12
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in all due respects. Revolutionary
propaganda gives a very potent weapon
in the entire regroupment structure
local election campaign ..Detroit,
San Francisco and New York, and where
unable to accurately concentrate.
and they are very successful. Comrade...
(Here the names of several comrades were
enumerated all of which were unintelligible )

.

discussion yesterday.
I am happy to report that within the last
year the Party has grown (applause) and
it is weak in this respect I can say
of all the items membership (?). Now we
still have in previous years.
the budget maintained more strength

recruiting and. balance
each other. In the past year we have gained
two recruits and I want to say that at
this convention we accepted another application
for membership in the Party from a very fine
active woman who has been working for the Party

contributing to. the Party, and
finally decided to ......... (laughter and
applause).

Even more important in my opinion
number of friends, sympathizers.

-13
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supporters around the Party developing a new
from which we can expect a constant

spark on new recruits to the Party. We have
brolcen out of our .and by evidence
that the evidence of the Party has on
external ..extend our influence
to new supporters and members to the Party. .

.

isolationism in a period of prosperity
action where we have not yet

The most of this convention
.'Positive translation not of the Party

work .for the future youth
of being attracted to the most revolutionary
Party ..American
unfortunately .foregoing this
session lack of finance and personal

intensified activities of the
Party generally .in which it
would be a hardship on the

memoranda of comrade
HANSON ...discussion next year
increased financial demand put on the Party but
we have got to be absolutely truthful about it

problems ..... .outstanding
of financial outstanding

-14-
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pledge (?) is $1,007.00, but the pledge
sustaining Is at $600.00, $200.00 under what
is pledged and as It is now $2,200.00

and then again we know
increased (laughter) cannot extend,
cannot increase on the number expense
of the national office or organization.

we will make adjustments
and we have electorally have made the
decision to refuse them may be necessary
but don't do it electorally the
national office (laughter)
deficit and I want to say this, I am convinced
a member of ......appreciable and
substantial increase their sustaining fund

....this will help ..New
York. they cannot
discrimination

Increase as much as you can your
regular sustaining fund to the national
office .....ipart of financial structure

.our regular monthly deficit
is $2,913.00 almost ..it seems
we are running a deficit of almost $3>o00.00
per year. Now what is all
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Unintelligible . . . 1PH0HAS KERRY ( ?)One alternative
is drastic, cuts all around ... but as of now we don’t
know how we are going to be able to avoid another fund drive
in the fall. That's about the temper of ... Just about
broke and there will be no way that we know of other than
another fund drive in .

.." unintelligible "the record of
our . . . achievement in the past year is but the forerunner
of things to come. In the (ideological) sphere the events
of the past period provide brilliant confirmation of the
line of development ... and continuing of a permanent
revolution ... revolutionary Marxism ... great optimism
for peace and an optimism firmly founded on political
conviction, historical events, test of theory ... There
is probably nothing more ... than some of our worthy
protagonists in the current regroupment discussion then
our attitude of tremendous conviction in the presentation
of our views and It characterizes ... to treat political
ideas seriously to clarify these ideas In the form of a
revolutionary program and ... to advocate the building ?

of a combat party, to carry that program into action, and'
is viewed In some quarters as the quintessence of ... in a
... form against those who took a (like minded) attitude
toward building a revolutionary Socialist Party. The
great arch-revolutionist JIM COl/LEY wrote in the "Glascow
Socialist" July, 1949* •- he said quote the SocEList Party
that does not believe in themselves, which does not cherish
as its dearest belief the doctrine that it and it alone
is destined to carry the banner of Socialism to a
triumphant issue is bound Booner or later to die of dry rot
of become prey to the machinations of Intrigues or the
doubts of weakness. What holds true of the individual
holds true of the Party. The individual only succeeds
to the degree in which he believes in himself and similarly
the Party whose members have the moral fibre to act up
to that belief will win in adverse storms that threaten
that determination and stiffen its resolve ... unquote."

"At the ... those pretentious pundits who never
tire of regaling . . . whose . . . and lugubrious lamentations
. . . state of the American Socialist Movement and the
futility of doing anything about it. We hold with
JIM COWLEY. Now let's understand we're not Just that
kind of party - we are not a Liberal Party In the sense

16
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of being Intimately linked with and leading the vanguard
of the class but we Just aspire to be that kind of a
party. We aspire to build that kind of a party and v:e

act In the knotfledge that only that kind of a party
can lift the revolution in thiB against the American
Capitalist class.

"Our aim ... is to Join those individuals
and groups who are groping their way toward a revolutionary
program to aid them in creating that kind of a Socialist
Party that will cherish and dearly believe the doctrine
that it and it alone is destined to carry the banner
of Socialism to a triumphant issue and when the American
v/orkers begin to move, and move they must, I don't think
they'll settle for less" applause, crowd noise, croud
noise, crowd noise, unknown male: "Take your seats please,
take your seats please ... comrades we are now ready to
proceed to the next point on the agenda . . . the report
of the nominations committee will be given by comrade
(HANS SLAUGHTER (PH) it is notedthat this man has an
accent). Comrades, if you will all be seated ... the
Nominating Commission wants first to present a definite
program for your consideration. Our constitution now
provides you 27 regular members of the National Committee
and 15 alternates. The Nominating Commission proposed
that the number of alternates be increased from 15 to 20, i

so the constitution as amended will read "The National ..,4

Committee shall be composed of 27 regular members and 20
alternates." We submit this for your consideration. We
will now proceed with the report." Unknown male: "Alright
comrades you have heard the proposal of the Nominating
Committee. Is there any discussion? Yes, chairman, I will urge
the comrades to limit themselves in. their discussion ..."
unknown male: "I am speaking against the motion as I understand
27 and 20 . . . Alright I* 11 try to be brief but I would like
to raise the theory to support the political question to
the discussion . . . Now I have noticed that we have in the
party over the last few years, the last few conventions
particularly this problem of sort of ... between the number
of comrades in the party and the number cf comrades on —

-

the National Committee. Now I am ... primarily

-17-
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concerned with no specific” - an unintelligible interruption
end a voice from the crowd shouting Okay id.. ALVIN
BERMAN (?) continues: “i am not primarily concerned with
how many should be cropped or raised although I am
speaking against this right now, this specific motion.
But I am concerned about what the concept of leadership
is in the party and my prime target is here. It is my
hope and my desire that the party think about this
specific problem. Now we come to the point of our ...
we at the last convention, for instance, we were faced
with a great problem of replacing alternates and delegates,
making additions of . 20 or so people. Now we have the
problem again and we come to the same solution of not
only making replacement but expanding the committee.
Now I feel that this poses two specific problems in
our immediate past and that is why I rise at this
convention. I know that people have to make claims and
so forth but I rise at this convention to point out that'
the period ahead of us calls for and needs the highest
degree of confidence in the leadership and the highest
degree of inspiration from the leadership and I say that we
have a tendency here due to the whole number of objective
conditions and the form that they take here organizationally
We have the tendency here, and it has been my experience
to dissolve the leadership In the sense - In the sense
that I remember I came into the Party when I saw a National 1

Committee member I knew, not because he was elected ...
but because of the nature of the Party and our attitude
toward leadership we thought of members of the National
Committee as leaders of our Party. Now I speak from
experience Insofar as I discussed with the comrades and
being the organizer of a branch and seeing the attitude
of comrades and I say we have had this problem In the
Party particularly In the last few years with the comrades
not looking to the National Committee members any more
as their leaders. And I say this is a very important
problem for the party and specifically, as I said before
because of the tasks we have been turning outward ... so
I am_sorry why I possibly may be even ... by feeling that
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this Is out of order but I feel strongly on it and
as I say it is not so much a question of whether we have
one out of four on the National Committee of one out of
five we can’t ...

"The basic thing I want to see get attention
from the party iCj is our National leadership a training
ground or is it a leadership to inspire and to lead and
gain the confidence of the ranks. I'd like the party
to consider that and for that reason I am opposed to the
motion." JAMES. CANNON ('?) "When I came to New York I did not
come to ... I am not going to make any speech at this
time that's what I promised. Like many other promises
I can't keep it in a vacuum now is ...said It Is a
problem of leadership. The way he put it in my opinion
is false. The leadership of the party as we see is not
any sole individual which we see here and there but the
institution the committee itself. Our conception of
the committee as we have evolved through the years by *

trial and error is of the leadership that actually
represents the Party. It's not one Individual here and
there. It's not the national' secretary, or chairman, it's
not the plenum and the plenum is such a broad representative
body that when it gathers to meet to discuss the question
to make the decision It Is really a small convention.
Now the test of the institution is this: Has there ever
been a time In recent years when the Plenum assembled a
full plenum and discussed questions and made the decisions
that anybody In the Party ever challenged the authority
of that decision. I say there has never been a party
anywhere I believe even LENIN' s party where the decision
of the leadership has been mere effective and universal
in its Influence on the ranks than it is in our party.
And one of the basic meanings of that is it‘s
broadly representative character. Nov; If It Is
working out alright what do you want to change it
for? Just because you see someone here and there whom
you do not think is of absolutely leadership character
then the committee itself is deemed... you mustn't
look_at the individual you must look at the institution.

IS
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That* s one point. Now the second point Is that we are
recognizing that In the development of our party we
have certain cadre of experienced people who have been a
long time in the movement and who have great prestige
and authority and they alone have to be renewed and
we have looked around and seen developing in the
party a number of youcg activists who have In our opinion
not today the mature leadership qualities but the
potentialities of it. How are we going to develop that
best?"
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JAMES CANNON - - - And we 1 ve
looked around and seen developing In the Party, those
who don't have the capability to be leaders but have
the potentiality. How are we best going to develop it? .

The best way is to heed the advice the "old man" once
gave; baring the younger people in as alternates to
participate in the discussions and listen and learn from
older members. It is a part of Party training that
vre eve always trying to bring new people into the Party . , .

Ttfe committee broadens out. Maybe later we'll treat it
downward

.

For the present we are drawing in new people
who have shown the capacity for learning . . . bring them
into this high school of Party training icncwn as the
National Committee. The Committee is very strongly in
favor of Comrade SHAEECK'S idea ... of the Nominating
Comrnissiorfs idea of broadening the alternate list in the ^
hope that these new members will ultimately replace
those of us who have been around a long time and we
will have less responsibility. To give them that opportunity
we would like you to accept the proposals of the Nominating
Committee.

MORRIS STEIN ;/.(-?$ : . - - He : are ready for
a vote . . . all those in favor of. the recommendations of
the Nominating Committee please raise your cards. All
those in favor . . . 10, 25 . . .. all those against, one
against. Voting will take place by roll call. He will
take the regular members first then the alternates. I
will read the nominees . . . You are asked to write out
the names, but only the voted delegates should write the
name as Comrade SWABECIC reads them . . . only voted
delegates write down the names . . . nobody else write
down the names. You can understand it is for obvious
security reasons we don't want any widespread publication
of ballots of the composition of the National Executive
Committee. I will read the names of the nominees in
alphabetical order.
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MORRIS
call of delegates

Allentown

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

MILT ALVIN
JEAN SII30N
C-EORGE EREITMAN
ARTHUR EUECII
JAMES P. CANON
BOB CHESTER
FARRELL DOBBS
V. R. DUNN
FRANK GRAHAM
VINCENT GREY
JOE HANSEN
TOM KERRY

SAM MARCY
KONAR IIAYHEU
ART PREIS
DAN R03ERTS -

HENRY SCHULTZ
DOROTHY SCHULTZ
ART SHARON
MORRIS STEIN
ARNE SVIA33ECIC

FRANK LOVELL
TED DOSTAL

KYRA TANNER
LARRY TRAINOR
WILLIAM F. WARDE
MURRAY I7EISS

STEIN- (?) : - - -v/e will have the roll

R. FRENCH

GUSTIE DANTE
JIM JAHVIS

CHARLES SEAMAN
MERLIN WESLEY

LOU MASON
KITTY FISHER
ROSEMARY VARDEN

F. FRENCH (?h.)
STEVE EIDLEY (Fn.)
J. TRAVIS
JAMES L. (ph.)

-22
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Cleveland

Detroit

BOB KINGSLEY (Ph.)
ANNA KURTZ

ED HAMILTON
BOB COIEN
SARAH LOVELL

Los Angelas

Milwaukee

MAE MADDING
CLYDE TURNER
PETER ALLEN
CARL F2IHG0LD
THEODORE EDWARDS
TY3IE MARTIN
EVELYN REED
MILTON ALVIN
STEVE R.
MILTON SNIPPER

JAMES BOULTON
AL STERGAR

Newark S. SHAW
J. KARRIS

Manhattan Number One ALVIN ROYCE
BERTA Z.
BOB D. HAYDEN
JOYCE COWLEY
NICK JAMES
NAT

Manhattan Number Two DICIC
PETE

*23
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Manhattan Number Tvro Cont'd. HAROLD
JOHN TABOR
KAROLYN
ANN MANN
MURRAY FORBES

Oakland BILL MORGAN

Philadelphia MORRIS
ETHEL SWANSON
HOWARD

Pittsburgh BETTY

St. Louts OSCAR CLENIN

San Francisco RALPH MARTIN
JOAN GORDON

Seattle FRANK POWERS
JOHN D.
ANN DORSEY
L. MC GREW. (Ph.)

Twin Cities
'

'

JEAN BEU3T
HENRY SCHULTZ
DOROTHY SCHULTZ
CHARLES SCHEER
HELEN SCHSER
BILL BKUST
PAUL CHELSTROri

There are no delegates from Alcron and
Youngstcfcn.
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ARNE SWApJSCR v? ) s - - I will read the
list of the nominees, This list Is of all the alternates.
The first name Is entered as alternate number one; the
second name for alternate number two and so on down the
line. I will read slowly:

1.

ASHER
2. GEORGE VJEISSMAN
3. HARRY RING
K . FRANCIS JAMES
5. MAX GELDMAN
6. DAVE VJEISS
7. DOROTHY BREITMAN
8. DICIC FRASER
9. ALLEN HANSEN
10. DOROTHY MARCY
11. JOYCE COVJLEY
12. FRANK BARBARIA
13. CARL FEIMGOLD
14. ART FOX
15. EDDY SHAW
IS. CLARA KAYE
17. CLAUDS DE BRUCE
13. RONNIE JONES
19. DICIC LOPEZ
20. BOB KINGSLEY

(Unsub male speaking }-

nominees, Mr. Chairman?
- - Are there any additional

THOMAS KERRY. (?) s I know it is an
unusual procedure and generally incorrect but when a
committee ... I don't like to take the floor on an
organizational question but one of these things becomes
more or less vital. I would like to add one name in
nominations made by the NY Comrades. The name of the leader
of youth, BERT DECK, rather than have a dispute over whom
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he should replace, I ask he be added to the list of nominees
as a representative of youth.

MORRIS STEIN- (?) t Do I hear any further
nominations? All right candidates, you have 21 nominees
and you have 20 to be elected. I’m irfbrmed by the National
Committee that if you want ... to changed the order of the
. . . alternates as presented by them, all you have to do
is write right by the nominee .... Are you ready to vote?

At this point an unsub female and then an unsub
male asked unintelligible questions regarding how the nominees
were selected by the National Commission.

(Unsub male speaking) - - - Well, it is up to
the chairman of the Nominating Committee to answer and I think
he has the right to speak.

‘ARNE SWaBECK (?)':- - - I can*t give any reason,
I #m just going to inform you that Comrade DECK’S name was
placed in nomination like other names of those who were not
selected. There were more names placed in nomination than
there were alternate posts to be filled. Comrade DECK’S
name was placed in nomination.

{Unsub male speaking) - - - One more question. Now
I think I should have an answer in this respect whether a
•representative of youth is considered as a delegate to the .

ARNE SWABECK 4-?). : No we don’t. No
such proposal was placed before the comuission. Nobody
suggested to have a special post for the youth, and when
the proposal was made to include the alternate list of
15 to 20, there were no specifications ....
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(Unsub male speaking) - - - You want to talk?
Yes. Go ahead.

(Unsub male speaking) - - - Comrades, I just
want to speak on behhlf of the comrade that was Just nominated.
Comrade BERT DECK, I say this because the other 20 nominated
came in with the weight of the committee in their behalf. In
Comrade DECK’S behalf I want to say this in case other
comrades are*, not aware of Comrade DECI* in his participation
in the Party in Los Angeles, Chicago, and here in Now York.
This comrade has been a consistent comrade both organizationally
and on theoretical level as far as I'm concerned . . .

DECK'S work in Chicago demands that he be seriously considered
for one of the alternate posts on the list for the National
Committee.

C

An unsub woman makes point of procedure and a
lengthy unintelligible conversation ensues. '

(Unsub male speaking) - - - I hope the nominations
are not closed. I had my hand up while THOMAS KERRY was
speaking. My nomination is Comrade MARGE. We have in
Chicago, a special problem, the problem of a leadership . . .

Chicago has made contributions from its leadership to build
other centers. Members of the National Committee, WALTER (ph.)
GELDMAN, and others. Comrade BERT himself. But this does not
help Chicago. We have had in the past period only one person ~

on the National Committee, myself, as alternate. We have
now, one additional comrade. Comrade D. VJe have need for people
on the National Committee in Chicago who will have the
opportunity to consult, to consult and grow together and this
will only partially solve our problem. It is Important that
the comrades', take into consideration the needs of Chicago
and accept the nomination of Comrade MARGE. She is qualified
and will move along with BERT and others.
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Unsub male makes an unintelligible speech praising
the work of FRANK BARBARIA of San Francisco and requests
the nomination of Comrade BARBARIA be accepted.

Unsub male says that these additional nominations
are praiseworthy but eliminates the work of the National
Committee

.
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Unknown Wale Speaking:

"...for a vote against the proposal brought
in by Comrade Kerry, even though I feel that the person
he recommends is perfectly qualified to be on the
National Committee but I didn't want to violate the
idea to do away with the idea of the Nominating Committee
having a. ..a. ..has been presented, and the idea decided
first, .

.

"

At this point, an unknown male interrupted
by saying

:

, "I'd like to say Just four words. The
Nominating Committee is not elected to the National Committee
...(unintelligible) due to the fact there are now 22
nominations .

"

i

At thiB point, the Chairman's voice interrupts:

"Any further loads (phonetic). Clara Kaye."

Clara Kaye's statements follow:

"Comrade..., I‘d like to place in nomination
the name of Comrade Prank Foxier (phonetic) in from
Seattle. Comrade Prank has been in the Party for over 12
years and has been functioning in a leadership capacity
in. the Seattle branch for all of that time. He has
succeeded in strengthening . . . (unintelligible) . . .an
organizer, a teacher... in the anti -Sullivan (phonetic)
campaigns ... in a completely new way. Comrade Fowler. ..
in working out the new. ..with new strategy that was
necessary in this situation. I think in view of the role
he has played and his important work in the Party today,
through this campaign, his understanding of it, his intimate
knowledge of all problems that arise in the contact of work
In the campaign which will be the main concern of the
National Committee in all parts of the period that could

•29-
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take advantage of Comrade Fowler's knowledge, understanding
of the material in this field and add him to the National
Committee.

"

At this point, the Chairman called upon an
unknown female, whose name was unintelligible. The unknown'
female stated

:

"Well, 1 would first like to speak to the..',
as representative. . .without any committee. (Unintelligible).
There are many new comrades present in this convention
who may not be fully aware of the problems that are
faced by... who try to sift (phonetic) and collect from
among the many non-entities (or non-entries) that are...
We are doing a task which the high caliber in our Party
that the problem work themselves out not to pick, not to
vie (phonetic) for our Party people but... and who can
mention to our comrades-.,.. a relatively limited number
in the past of leadership. . . and this is a tremendous

'

problem for those delegates who Bit on Nominating
Committees and great many hours were put into it a
specially. , .to all of the reports made from delegations
for -the nominees and every nominee who has been added to
the slate (phonetic) was proposed to the commission and
those were. . .and. . .not included in no way meant that
the commission was not considered (?) on it, very
highly qualified and material for the National Committee.
But what it did mean was that of those recommended for
all the various reasons, qualifications being....,
representation of various kinds Including other branches
and so on, all of these things were very, very carefully
taken into consideration and someone has... the committee.

-30
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Now, In addition to this;. It is a tremendous problem
of order, of the alternates, which the commission spent
a great deal of time in utilizing the fairest method
possible, which involves adding# actually, several hours
to the thing and ...to dispense with the very source
and... And it is to this that I would like to urge the
progress (phonetic) to accept the proposal for the
Nominating Commission a3 being a recommendation on
very high serious Judgment (?) injurious (?) to
the Party. 1 '

There followed an unintelligible sentence
by the Chairman, subsequent to which an unknown female
voice spoke as follows:

"I?d like to speak for Dick Lopez now that
additional nominees have been. . .Comrade Lopez has been in ...

our group since he was a very young man who was recruited
through the youth movement - I think 15 years ago. Twelve
years ago he was a member of the Maritime. . .when that a
functioning part of the pardon (?). Since that time, he
has been at the focal (?) in one way or another to the .

Party. I believe that Comrade Lopez is definitely the
type of individual that we want on the National Committee,
to begin to prepare for fuller and better leadership and
I would like to urge, of course, that the nominating slate
be adopted as it was recommended but I want to urge the
Comrades now that additional nominations have been made. that
Comrade Lopez should be included in the alternates."

At this point, an unknown male stated:

31
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"Comrades, I have found a note here from the
St. Louis delegation delegate. I'm sure it will be a
great honor to the members which includes a member of the
Party in that Local «rr%» elected and to serve as an
alternate on the National Committee, and the name of Oscar
Clenin is submitted, therefore the nomination."

At this point, an unknown male requested: '

"What is the name?"

He was answered by another unknown male who stated

"Oscar Clenin, in other word3 we now have
24 nominees.

There followed some general talking after which
an unknown male was called by name which was unintelligible.
The unknown male, speaking in a foreign voice, spoke
unintelligibly for several minutes and his words started a
general discussion regarding the method of voting for
alternates. There followed some disagreement between the
Chairman and this unknown, foreign voiced, male, at the
conclusion of which the Chairman stated:

"Are there any further, nominations or discussion
and if not is there a motion to close nomination?" .

An unknown male stated:

"I'd like to speak in favor of Ronald Jones."

The Chairman stated:

"Go ahead."

•32
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The unknown male stated:

"He Is a serious young comrade, who has made
every possible and conceivable sacrifice In the Interest
of the Party and In the interest of Trotskyism, since he
has been in the Party. He is now in the process of
bringing Trotskyism into the South where he is
serving in the interest of the Party and building a
nucleus in his area of the country that is bursting with
opposition to capitalism and ir. every way he has been
able to find down there. I urge you, comrades, to
consider Ronald Jones very seriously, in relation to this
most important struggle."

There followed the words of an unknown female:

"Comrade speaker, it seems to me that the way
a voting of the people has been added, that its possibly
now clear, order it, and then... It seems to me the only
way we can do it is the way Comrade Dobbs says it. The
method by dropping out the names that you wish to replace
and adding the name on the bottom in the order determined
by the number of votes and. .. (unintelligible)

.

"

There followed an unintelligible discussion by
the Chairman, subsequent to which, a vote was taken on an
unknown topic and from the words of the Chairman, the
vote was all ayes, and no nays.

33-
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According to the informant, a male speaker
whom he could not identify announced that the conven-
tion had unanimously agreed to proceed with the vote
on the National Committee ...

MARGE BALL, Chicago
FRANIC POWERS, Seattle - Accepted
OSCAR CLENIN, St. Louis - Accepted

According to the informant, a female speaker
then announced the results of the vote for the
National Committee. FARRELL DOBBS instructed only the
delegates to take down the names of those elected to the
National Committee.

ALVIN (Phonetic) 61 votes
SIMON 64 votes
BREITMAN 64 votes
BURCH 6l votes
CANNON 64 votes
CHESTER 6l votes
DOBBS 64 votes
DUNNE 64 votes
GRAHAM 63 votes
GRAY 63 votes
HANSEN 64 votes
KERRY 64 votes
LOVELL 64 votes
MARCY §3 votes
MAYHEVJ . 62 votes
PREIS 64 votes
ROBERTS 63 votes
HENRY SCHULTZ 63 votes
DOROTHY SCHULTZ 64 votes
SHARON §3 votes
STEIN 64 votes
SWA3ECK 64 votes
TANNER .

•' 63 votes
TRAINOR 63 votes
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WARDE 64 votes
WEISS '64 votes
DOSTAL ; 63 votes

According to the Informant, this constituted
the committee with one vote cast for DAVID.WEISS/'

_

There was a great deal of confusion in the
auditorium and according to the informant the speaker
was heard to say 'You have 24 names on your list. You
have to cross out four names.” According to the
informant, the delegates were then apparently voting
their ballots. The informant stated that a female
whom he could not identify then announced the following
names. According to the informant, the speaker was
then polling the delegates:

Allentown
Boston

Rv FRENCH
GUSTY DANTE (Phonetic)'

Buffalo
JIM JARVIS
CHARLES SEAMAN

Chicago

MERLIN WESLEY
KITTY FISHER
ROSEMAREY VARDEN
F. FRENCH
STEVE BIRDEY

"J. TRAVIS
J. GERALD

(Phonetic)

Cleveland

Detroit

Los Angeles

BOB KINGSLEY
AIWA KURTZ
ED HAMILTON
BOB COHEN
SARAH LOVELL
MAY MADDING
CLYDE TURNER
PETER ALLEN
CARL FEINGOLD
THEODORE EDWARDS
TYLIE MARTIN
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EVELYN REED
MILTON ALVIN
STEVE B.
MILTY SKIPPER

Milwaukee JAMES J. BOULTON
AL STERGAR

Newark S. SHAW
J* HARRIS

Manhattan Branch #1

ALVIN ROYCE
BERTA 2.
BOB D.
HAYDEN?
JOYCE COWLEY
NICK JAMES
NAT

Manhattan Branch #2

DICK
PETE
HAROLD
JOHN T.
MURRAY FORBES
KAROLYN
ANNA M.

Oakland
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
St. Louis
San Francisco

Seattle.

BILL MORGAN
MORRIS
ETHEL SWAINSON
HOWARD
BETTY
OSCAR CLENIN
RALPH MARTIN
JOAN JORDAN
FRANK POWERS
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JOHN D.
ANN DORSEY
L. MC GREW

Twin Cities JEAN BRUST
HENRY SCHULTZ
DOROTHY SCIIULTZ
CHARLES SCKEER
HELEN SCHEER
1ILL BRUST
PAUL GHELSTROM

According to the informant, a speaker
announced that the ne;ct election would be that of the
Control Commission. Mr. STEIN spoke and said the
following names were placed in nomination for the
Control Commission:

REBA AUBREY
ANNE CHESTER
DUNCAN FERGUSON
ROSE KARSNER

According to the informant, a woman whom he
could not identify then repeated a poll of the
delegation previously mentioned. There was a great
deal of noise and confusion on the floor and the
comrades were told by the chairman to have a rest
while the votes were counted.

According to the informant, after an hour -

and a half of rest the convention was called to order
by a male speaker. The speaker announced the schedule
for that afternoon and stated that the convention would
resume discussion on the organization report, have an
information report on the world movement and then a
speech by Comrade CANNON.

The informant stated that the speaker
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announced the following four individuals were elected
to the Control Coramisslon;

REBA AUBREY 64 votes .

CHESTER 63 votes
FERGUSON 62 votes
KARSNER 62 voteB

Hie informant then stated that the following
was a result of a vote on the alternate members of the
National Committee in order of the strongest vote;

ART FOX
ASHER
GEORGE WEISSMAN
JOYCE COt'/LEY

BARBARIA
HARRY RING
JANE
DOROTHY MARCY

ED SHAi/CARL FEINGOIiD
DOROTHY BREITKAN
MAX GELDMAN
DAVE UEISS
DICK FRASER
FRANCIS JAMES
BRUCE
HANSON
LOPEZ
CLARA 1CAYE
BOB KINGSLEY

64 votes
62 votes
62 votes
62 votes
62 votes
60 votes
60 votes
60 votes
59 votes
58 votes

57 votes
56 votes
55 votes
55 votes
.54 votes
53 votes
52 votes
48 votes
48 vote

8

According to the Informant, the above
individuals were those elected. The informant
stated that the below listed individuals failed to
be elected;

BERT DECK
MARGE BALL
CLENIN
POWERS

32 votes
19 votes
12 votes
S votes

•38 .
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The Informant stated that the speaker announced
that there were a number of tie votes, four names had
62 votes, three names sixty votes and two names 59 votes.

The informant related that MORRIS STEIN made
a motion from the floor to the effect where there are ties
the National Committee be guided by the vote of the
Nominating Commission for vacancies as they occurred on
the National Committee. This motion was passed. The
speaker then announced that TOM KERRY would make announce-
ments.

The informant ' related that KERRY read a greet-
ing to the delegates of the l?th National Convention of
the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) to NATALIA TROTSKY.
KERRY also mentioned MORTON SOEELL who was arrested
during the witchhunt and pledged to aid SOHELL's case in
the future. According to the informant, this resolution
was favored by the comrades.

KERRY also spoke on JAMES KUTCNERS victory
and his eight year struggle against the Government. The
informant related that a tremendous burst of applause
emanated from the delegates at this time.

According to the informant, the next speaker
was a female* he could r.ot identify, from Seattle. The
gist of her speech, according to the informant, was to
perfect and alter old SWP techniques with regard to
contact- work with Communist workers. The speaker
urged comrades to go out and recruit C? members whom
she considered to be the strongest type professional
revolutionaries and good for the SWP.

i
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Unidentified female ended her talk.
Unintelligible.

Unidentified male discussed education and
training of young comrades and told of the difficulties
encountered in the Trotsky School,’ He ..ment ione4 ..three

specinc difficulties facing the comraaes voday, They
were one, intensified activity of the comrades of this
party—-regroupment problems, two, finances, three,
problem of instruction.

He spoke concerning the need for party people
to actively participate in party activity.

Unidentified male speaker spoke concerning the
importance of !,

Tlie Militant1
' and

_
with the work that has,

been done with respect to the CP^ This individual told
of the efforts being made to sell "The Militant" and told of
how comrades would ring doorbells, and try to get people
interested in the Militant; that they would follow these
visits up with telephone calls or with more visits and
would make every effort to interest people in the program
of the SWP. He stated that the party attempted to contact
CP members and CP sympathizers in connection with this
drive.

Unidentified female speaker spoke of arranging
to have "The Militant" and other publications sent
directly to news stands from New York. She stated that
Pioneer publishers are putting out a new catalog of all
books published by them and all books available on revolutionary
Socialism that were put out by their publishers.

•40
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Unidentified male speaker spoke on recruitment
in the Los Angeles area. He stated that Los Angeles
during the past year recruited 15 individuals into the
SWP, devided in the following manner:

Eight from the CP
Two from the State Committee of Young Democrats
One from the SP
One steel worker
One pile driver
One communications worker
One Unitarian Church

Unidentified male voice made reference to page
30 of the resolution on the Negro question. He stated
that there was a paragraph that "a specific recommendation
that a planned program of the history of the Negro struggle
and the working class as a inaudible—laughter.

Unidentified male speaker spoke very briefly.
Inaudible

,

Unidentified male speaker presented the international
report. He told of the history of the Trotsky movement
and told of SWP gains made since the 20th Congress. This
individual spoke very rapidly and had a British or
Canadian accent. He said that since the 20th. Congress the
PABLOITES have turned toward the S.v'p and away from the
Stalinists. The Political Committee believes that the
regroupment of international socialism may make alliance
with the PaBL. OITdS possible. This can come about only
if it appears such a united movemsnt in the best way to
fight Stalinism. The PABLOITEo have said they are willing
to make big concessions prior to the holding of any united
World Congress (of the Fourth International).
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Address by Comrade CANNON:

I can’t make an address because I promised
there would be no speeches from me st the convention,
(laughter) I’ve taken the floor during the discussion
on the Negro question——no speech; I’ve
“taken" the floor briefly here today and answered Comrade
ALVIN(Phonetic )-—no speech—laughter

,

I've seen many conventions in my time, as a
matter of fact the only convention of our movement
since 1919 that I’ve ever missed, once while I was in
Moscow - during CP days and once while I was (unintelligible)
prison in 1944.

‘
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... express a Judgement. A convention has to be
led by how It feels with the task of the hour. Whether It
misses concentration on the important task,, wears itself
out with discussion of secondary or remote questions,
whether it gets down to business and deals with the
problems before it, I think this convention Just by
this criterium can pass favorable comparison with any in
the history of our movement.

The task of this convention obviously was set by
the conditions of the times. The problem of analysing the
process of regroupmant which we have been engaged in.
Deciding if we have come to the end or are only at the
beginning, That's one point — point two is the elaboration
of a positive program for the next stage of our struggle
in the regroupment of the revolutionary forces in a new
revolutionary party. We are doing better in the re-
groupmant movement than anybody el*e, than any other

.

tendency, there is no question about that — that no

'

other tendency is doing any good for itself at all. That
we are doing better because we know what we are about
and we understand why we are talking about regroupment.
It is not a new question. Every new beginning, out of every
crisis that arises from the bankruptcy of new movements,
every new beginning that’s taken the form of a rogroupment
of old forces, we know that from the past. And we thought
that it would be the same thiB time and that is why in the
very beginning of this discussion we formulated our command
not from the simple Glogan "Join the Socialist Workers
Party" and end everything quickly with the regroupment of
revolutionary forces from all organisations and all sources.
We didn't say merely a regroupment of revolutionary workers
out of the Communist Party and the Socialist Workers Party,
we put it very broadly as I did in my speech on the
Khrushchev revolutions in Los Angeles. There was a varied
audience there and I called for discussion and establish-
ment of fraternal relations between all radical workers,
the reestablishment of old fashioned open forums where we
could discuss freely and fraternally and where we can work
towards regroupment of forces in a new organisation.
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There were a couple of young girls there from
the Socialist Party and one of them in the question period
asked, "Can you spell out v/hat you mean by regroupment —
regroupment of who, of what?", I said, "No, at this time
that’s an algebraic formula, A little later we’ll write the
arithmetic when we see what happens as a result of the
discussions," I tell you — little did I know then when X
formulated it algebraically and I said we’ll look around
and see vfhere we’re going to get people for the new
regroupment, little did I dream that some of the most
important forces were going to come from the most unlikely
source of all this — miserable little Socialist
democratic bum clique of 'XHACHTT&Nand (inaudible),
but that is what has really happened in the course of the
discussion, the turmoil and the crushes (phonetic), I
said regroupment is not new — you know the Socialist
Party itself which took shape in 1901 did net arise full blown
from an old ... (party?) and it did not arise as such people
as COCHRAN and others propheoize now -- STAE03IN, is that
the name? — and the others are all saying, the people
who are going to make the new movement are the people who have
quit all the old organizations. That iE/Hfta way it happened
in 1901. In 1901 there was a regreupment of parties, and
organizations in the groups consisting of a former faction
of the Socialist Labor Party, ,, (inaudible)

,

There was the Socialist Democratic Party of DEBS
and BERGER in Chicago, There were all Icinds of local groups
calling themselves Socialists and readers of the "

, , ,

,

Reader" and when the convention wa3 called together it rep-
resented a real regroupment and it didn’t take place .all
at once. There were several yearB of discussions, open
forums, controversies, arguments, fraternizations, quarreling,
reuniting and negotiating until 19?— (inaudible). They
formed the Socialist Party of America, the party which
they say was the party of DEBS,, but which was also the party
of .NEWCRID and BUR1CE (phonetic). Now this party suffered
shipwreck in 1917, because it wa3 not sufficiently equipped
in natters of programs and tradition and .,..*( inaudible).
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Ridiculous! Wasn't equipped to face the problems of
war and revolution! And what In the hell is the Socialist
Party good for if it can't face the problems of war
and revolution. That's the road to Socialism! It
suffered shipwreck and a new party emerged beginning in
1917 with a Russian revolution/ and culminating in 1919
with the formation of the CP. That was a new organization
formed.

That wasn't a pure, simple, one-party prpposition— in this party was such elements as the new Left-Wing
in the Socialist Party which had responded to the Russian
revolution and the war. There was a considerable section
of pride (inaudible) ar.d yet you may think a considerable
section of the cadres came out of the Socialist Labor
Party the ossified sectarian Socialist Labor Party of
the people. As a matter of fact, the young man who played
the biggest role in shaping the ideology of the Young
Communist movement in this country, LOUIS FFAINA

i

(phonetic) was a former member of the SLP, There were people being
from the IWW went in against political action and political
parties prior to the Russian revolution and there were now
the party trade unions and these coming together made
a regroupment in 1917 to form the CP, So when we talk
about a regroupment It Is not as superficial/'p&ople night say. A
diplomatic formula that all we want is a cover $0 get
a' holt of two or three recruits here and there,
them and run luith them. No! That is not our idea.
Our idea is a real regroupment of many people in a party
the name or form of which we will leave for future
determination.

Now I said this convention had to consider the
question of whether we have finished our campaign on
regroupment or only decided to really begin it and the •

decision has been made that it is really going to begin
now and be carried out in full scale. Pull scale campaign
for the regroupment of all the revolutionary forces of this
country in whatever organization they may be at present.
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or wherever they may develop In the next few years into
one single department. Regroupment is a process. It
doesn‘t simply mean a few organisations or individuals
getting together and making a formal agreement —
that's not possible nowi It's a process that includes
a struggle of tendencies, because as we see it, the
party we are aiming to create out of this process is
not going to be a hodgepodge, but a party with a program,
and that* 11 take time. It includes a struggle of tendencies
and on the whole the unification includes splits,
I'm sorry or glad whichever way you want to take the
thing, that in one of the casualties of this inexorable
process of regrouping the revolutionary forces apparently
is going to be a split in the . "SHA.CHTHA.UITE control — not
because we asked for it, no — but because they insist
on it, —- theyre're forcing it l I know that the left wing
of the SHACHIMANITE org-uLzation insists with good faith
that “we want unity cf the ISL, we want unity and we mean^
it, but we don't want you to deprive us of our Democratic
rights to denounce ..." (speaker dropped something} "that’s
what comes from getting toolame and old" (laughter) (speaker
continues) "and it appears that the right wing of the . SHACHTMM33E
organization is going to force them to a split, and, that will
not be a calamity if it happens, although as I oay, neither
we advocate it or do they, nor does the left wing of the
S HAGHB02KETE organization, because it will be a split on
only one side of the question. The other side will be
a unification, with the youth supporting the SIJP, and nowhere
and never in the history of the workers movement since the
time of MARX and ENGELS has the development of the
revolutionary political. party taken place in any other way
excent by unifications and splits and it's absolutely
ridiculous to have a sentimental attitude on one side
or the other. ...

*

Boldness.. . (inaudible) TROTSKY once said are
parts of the process of building the revolutionary party.
Out of the regroupment, as part of the regroupraent process,
we include a struggle of tendencies as I said against

-46-
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STALINISTS .Every time we deal another blow of polemics in
our paper against him the intent3 of the CP# we* re dealing
a blow to the unity of the revolutionary world and
*. similarly the ‘{THAOKTMANITIS the Social Democrats, the
Labor papers and others. Now I think we are Justified
in saying, on the basis of our survey of the situation,
in which we try to see things as they are, and not
as we would like them to be, that the first results of the
year’s discussion and controversy that has followed
the 20th Congress of the Soviet CP, has been a shift in
relations within these general radical movements in favor of
the tendency we represent,-- in favor of the SWP.

ss?
has ever known and every weakening that it suffers
is a gain for the revolutionary labor movement and for the
future of Socialism in this country,, But we didn’t gain
only negatively we gained positively*

As you've heard the reports that we’ve recruited
friends and sympathizers whom we've not asked to Join
the SWP and leave the CP, but whom we have urged to
struggle within the CP for a Leninist program and
prepare a broader basis of elements for future regroupment
with us. The Social Democrat, as such, I can’t say much
about. Not only because I don't know much about them,
but because nobody else does, and the reason nobody else
knows much about this Spsdf is that a diligent search of
the country from coast to coast has not uncovered any real
trace of their actual existence (laughter). I have
begun to think that they are a figment of ‘gllACHTMAN'S
imagination — except possibly in some backroom somewhere
where some antediluvian „ o o 6 i a 1‘ democrats
sit waiting and wondering when the (inaudible) Gonna
forgive them for their sins and take them back into the
real Social Democratic fold — so, they don’t count*
'S HACHTNAlOIEScounted a little bit, but they're trying their
very best to obliterate that. I have never seen a
politician in all my life try to bargain more frantically
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and with greater whisk (phonetic) (sic) with more
twitch (great laughter) to hasten his own ugliness (?).
s HACHU-iW has got his own people all worked up in a
lather about joining this mythical SPSDP before he got
permission from the SPSDF to enter and. Just the other day,
they had a meeting of the national executive committee
of the so called SPSEF, or whatever it is, and while
they had nne motion ordering their own so called left

wing to quit the MCJSTE forum . for free speech (sic)
or stand expelled, they have had another motion
forbidding any of their members to have any king of Joint
political actions withthe S,HACHTMANHE organizations. Not
only did they fail to vote to admit them into the sacred
portalB of the dying Social Democracy, they refused to have
anything to do with them. And* SHAC'HTMANin the meantime got
his people all worked up into a sweat and fever of
enthusiasm to jump into a place, a door.that isn't open
(laughter).

And I thought from talking from some Comrades
(sic) there has been created a new personification of a
type politics — there is the politics of MARX, principles
of politics, there is the politics of BERNSTEIN (phonetic),
opportunists, politics, there is the politics of maneuverism,
that's the Zenooian politics, then there is the politics
of the blank alley and that 1 s S HACHTIKN politics i Now,
one minor subsection of a subdivision, of the radical
movement consists of people who belong neither to the
Socialists Party, nor the CP, nor the SWP, nor the
S EACHTMftNIHSnor the SLP nor nothin' (laughter) and they
publish a little magazine that .(inaudible) and they
have propounded the remarkable theory that the way to build
socialism in this country is to begin with all those people,
not as we are with people who are active in various organizations
and thereby testifying a3 to the*r seriousness, but recruit
everybody who has quit any organization that exists.
A unification of deserters, they say, will build an
army of marchers (or Marxists) with which to ctorm
American capitalism. I never heard of that happening before I

-48-
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I don’t think quitters can reach anything and as a matter
of practical text I have served in the past under the
impact of the Palmer raid3 and the moral persecutions
following 1917, when thousands of Communists and Socialist
party members and IWW's were up against the gun, or
imprisoned or were being deported and were standing
...(inaudible) a half to two thirds of the Socialist
party disappeared.

And, after we came out of that ordeal, and
by 1923, had reestablished an illegal CP and begun to
wonder where we were going to get our

t
recruits from to bUtLd

new forces, we all had the illusiory''£trtr of the 60,000,
my goodness maybe we ought to recruit 30,000 of them
back. 1 was a particular advocate of that idea, and I
wrote enthusiastic articles about it in the "Daily Worker,"
no, the "Weekly Worker" that proceeded it, that we had
collapsed. Then, when we all got the illusion again, we ^
went on a campaign scouring the highways, beaming the ;

bushes , to bring back in force those who had deserted.
Of course not even we. In our young folly, ever thought
they were going to come in to lead the movement. They
might join and pay their dues — throw a dollar in the
hat — what we got out of th03e who had deserted \*as
negligible. The people who built the young Communist party,
were first those who had remained and stood by the
organization, and they, the new recruits, were mostly
the young, the undefeated, the untired, the undisiliusioned— that’s what’s going to happen in the future too, and
we haven’t the slightest reason to think seriously that
so-called half tendency or no organization, no banner, no
program, .nothing but an imagination. I don’t think that
we have to fear them as a serious ideological opponent.
Now our policy is to build a party. We make no secret
about it. When we say regroupment we don’t mean to gather
everybody together. . .(inaudible) gather them together in
party! That's what we say- But we say, at the same time,
it does not necessarily have to be the SWP , And that’s
not a diplomatic formula.

U9-
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We have no fetish of names of organizations. As i

Comrade DOPES pointed out in his report# twice before in
our history we've given up the name we wore operating
under — made a fusion with the American Workers' Party
and formed a new party. Again, later, wh6n things opened
on a different front and the left wing showed up in the
Socialist party we disbanded our party and went in and
joined them in order to establish contact with the left wing
in the SP, and together with them, a year or so later, we
formed the present SWP. We say we have no fetishism whatever
and we're deceiving no one„ But, we also say no liquidationism,
nobody's going to get us to disband our party, waiting for
somebody else to create a party, later on, that we may join
under the leadership of somebody who has not yet made his
appearance or has not vat been discovered like Moses in the
bullrushes. (Laughter) We want to ’/.now where we're going and
with whoml And, by the way, when it comes to getting together
with certain people with pretentions for the leadership we're
certainly willing to say we'll share leadership or we'll evert
surrender leadership to superior forces than ours in capacities,
but all we want to know is who ie this, where have you been, what
are your credentials? — And, if all you've got to show is a
withdrawal ticket from something or other «*> that's not good
enough, that's not enough 1 (Laughter) I’m afraid that's
all we’re going to find from these credentials, we’re for
fusion, but I don't think that's any reason why people should
demand that in the course of the fusion if somebody knocks
on our door three times and says..let me in — we should refuse s

him and tell him to stand on the doorstep until we've met . ;;i

enough people to form a new party for you? No l toe are
recruiting as we go along. The funny part of it is while we've
advocated fusion and regroupment in good faith, we'va recruited
more. people than for a long, long time and that's a great
source of satisfaction to us too. Recruiting many activists,
many sincere and devoted people who are finding in our party
the best expression for their Socialist aspirations. And the
years result has been one of expanding influence as well as
membership and as well as ... • (inaudible).

•50-
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Now the next stage, (addresses attendant)
Can I have some water? As I get to this point I get
too warmed up, I didn't mean by that that I’m getting
ready to go Into an extended speech — Just some more
remarks and I'll be done.
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JAMES CANNON (?)

The ne::t case for our leaders as v.»e

discussed it in the National Committee is we are
going to sharpen our particular political line
as our contribution to the recruitment plan. no -fe

that we are trying to find ruer.n3 of splitting
things up but to sharpen our . . . and political
line in order to make the program clear. We are
going to begin to dig in enough in the ne'et

period . . . Daily Worker the development in this
newspaper of the capitulation of the "Gatesites";
the manifest slipping of the Communist Party back
into the monolithic mood of Stalinism and to give
it a drumfire criticism that will shake loose a
great many more workers in the Communist Party
legions.

But criticism and ... are not the
only thing. Supplementing that, is our positive
program of workers democracy. That is the
second big congregation (phonetic) of our
convention that it has endorsed the program of
mind and Comrade DOBBS (phonetic) report that
v;e should develop extensive progaganda and
agitation for workers democracy and aim it
against not only Stalinists but also the social
democrats, the labor fakers and the ruling
class of this country, and to counterpose to
everyone the real program of workers democracy
to their false and hypocritical and deceptive
definition. Positive program of workers democracy
with us begins in the party itself, workers
democracy as we are going to lay it down in
the in the ... of the organization, in the
state that will be established under the wor3:ers
rule. Democracy is a very easy v;ord to say
and a very hard thing to implement, and it is
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very easy to give formal democracy as a suppressive
in practice. You haven't seen any trace of that
here. In this convention I believe we can ail
take satisfaction, that not only have we had the
form of democracy in our extended three day
discussions but we have had the very essence
of it. How you can recall especially bureaucrats know,
all the social democrats know, the Stalinists know,
that you can grant formal democratic rights to
the delegates in the convention as in the membership
branch and yet at the same time when the rank and
file delegate gets up and makes a criticism
you can throw at him the ridicule and the slander
and the innuendos of the top brass and make a
monkey out cfhim cdafrcid to raise his voice a
second time. That's the way they do it. Here I
would say say that in this convention if there
has been a single violation of the formalities of :

correct social deportment to date not one of them
came from the leaders of the party. Not a single
one who spoke at this convention was given any reason to
feel whatever that he would be ridiculed or
denounced or misrepresent arslandered., and I say
it should be a great pride to us. Naturally, the
way this convention has been conducted should be
the model for the party life all the way down
through the branches every time and should be
taken as an example to the local leaders as to
how they shall deal with their ovin affairs with the
rank and file members of the party who might get
up and without sufficient experience and while
speaking on the floor, might make some criticisms
which are unwelcomed and which could be easily
reputed and twisted and ridiculed until there is
nothing left of the poor devil who ventured to
open his mouth.
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It can be done but I believe the example
here is that contrary to that the leaders of our
local organizations everywhere will create such
an atmosphere of free and unhampered democracy
that every rank and file member will feel that
it is his own party where he can express himself
freely without any fear whatsoever.

That isn’t the way they do it in other
parties. At least talk to some of these left tang
youth how they get treated in the Schactmanlte
organization when they stand up to say they're
opposed to liquidating their organization into the
Social Democratic Federation and they want to
maintain it as a revolutionary independent youth
organisation# Do they get a and friendly and
competent answer - No. They are ridiculed. They
get denunciation and they're splintered and
slandered - "Your nothing but a bunch of . . . >"
they get all ld.nds of accusations hurled against
them to prevent them from getting a hearing
for their political positions, and all this comes
under the heading of democracy/ social democratic
model. Now, how do they do things in the trade
unions? A big trade union favors and makes a
big show in public of being against the Soviet
Union for one particular reason, - it is not
democratic and therefore all the v/ay from BECK
to REUTHER it’s democracy against dictatorship.
But in the essence of the matter there is not
one per cent of democracy in the trade union
movement of the United States, as you lenow.

And that is one reason why the slogan of the
workers democracy has got to be carried into
the trade unions and made the spearhead of the
campaign to overthrow it.

54
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In BECK's union, of course, they don't
make any pretense at all, why should a guy open
his mouth, a couple of goons take care of him.
A local out in Oakland, California is running around
getting radical, malcing better contracts with the .

bosses then they want them to, put them under
receivership.

Do you know one third of the locals in
the Teamsters Union don't even have the right to
elect their own local officials. They're under
receivership and the officials can't even
hold meetings until the receiverships are dismissed.
That's the kind of democracy in BECK'b union.

Not; from BECK'S Union to . . but there is
a tie between them. They're both purists (phonotic^
and both servants in the labor movement in the
interest of American imperialists but REUTHER makes
a great shot/ of formal democracy. He's a former
social democrat himself and they have conventions
and you have a right to speak at the convention
but what happened at the last convention? At the
last convention of the UAW the brass sat on the
p?.atform, behind the walls of misery

.

(phonetic)
of dollars in the treasury and all the supporters
above against the rank and file and behind that the
support of the government if necessary. Some
comrade got up to protest against the speedup,
a woman, got up to protest against the speedup and
to demand that the officials do more to discourage
the murderous speedup - a girl from Local Three,
the Dodge local - what did they do? With all that
amassed power of the bureaucracy on the platform
REUTHER takes the floor for a blast in which he
denounced by name this girl who had stood up and
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spoken so respectfully. And with that a lynch (phonetic)
spirit which would make a delegate afraid to open
his mouth. We ought to consider it as a symbol
of the beginning of the struggle for workers democracy
in this country. A symbol and a prophesy of what
is to come, Tbo girl who stood up and challenged
that bureaucratic machine at the UAV.r convention
was our girl EDXE POX (phonetic). I say that was
a symbol and a prophesy and the time will come
wher there vrf.il be tens and hundreds and
thousands of them and out of their efforts and
out of the he]p that the party will give them in
direction we will change things. You can't
overthrow; this capitalist society in the
United States until you first knoclc out its
principle prop and the principle prop of capitalism
in this country is the trade union bureaucracy.
And when they say to us you .... we say yes,
we want democracy but we want democracy all
the way from Moscow to the . . . because that is
where the danger lies. And out of the fight to
overthroi'f this bureaucracy with the power to . . .

workers democracy v.iiich will be the battering ram
of our fight in the coining days, the overthrow
of capitalism will be an easy thing after that
because the capitalist class itself is very small r — ^ -

and very weak and without its labor lieutenants
will never be able to stand very much and will
not long survive after we win the battle of
workers democracye In the great movement we ivill not
settle up merely for that, we'll not settle merely
for better conditions or for more wages, v:e the
members of the Socialist Workers Party and the
thousands and the millions that will come with us
later will settle for nothing less than socialism,
that Is the goal and the vision of the party that
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Is represented In this hall in this historic
convention. This is the vision that gave us.
strength in adversity and gives us inspiration
and strength again now in a new period of expanding
opportunity. In one of the greatest books ever
viritten JACK LONDON'S "Iron Hero" (phonetic) he
described the terrible things that happened in the
future that he had . . . and the revolution had been
defeated and the hero of the novel who apparently
had been killed just before he hid the manuscript,
the great novel ends with an un-completed sentence
which reads as follows:

^The magnitude of the task, •

and there it ends. I say it is for us to take
that and recognize there is a magnitude of the
task and we must not deceive ourselves colleagues „

but let us complete the sentence of the hero of
JACK LONDON'S novel and say the magnitude of the
task and the grandeur of the future. End of
speech - long applause.

Unsub male speak3:

Comrades there is -now a special
announcement from the presiding committee.

Unsub male speaks:

Comrades since the last convention we
record with sorrow the names of the following
fallen comrades :

JOHN G. WRIGHT

CALVIN DE CRESCENZO
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JACK BRUCE

SAMMY KLOTSKY (Phonetic)

CHESTER K. JOHNSON (Phonetic)

LEWIS BORDEN (Phonetic)

RAYMOND SHEPPARD

JOHN KATSIKAS.

These are heavy losses, comrades who have
fallen who were dear to us and were valiant fighters
in our ranks. Let us salute their memory vrfLth a
moment of brief silence. Will the convention
stand - (Silence) Same unsub male - We will now
sing “The International M '

"The Internationalo” sang by bulk of
convention.

Unsub male - The convention stands adjourned.
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Letter to SAC. BOSTON
NY 100-4013

The source furnished information concerning the
proceedings of the National Convention of the Socialist Workers
Party (SifP) held 5/31/57-6/2/57 .

at Werdermann f s Kail 160 3rd
Ave. . NYC. This memorandum contains information furnished
by the informant on 6/1/57.

It is noted that in many cases the informant
could not furnish the identity of the speaker nor the complete
text of each speech or other convention undertaking. In cases
of incompleteness dots;, blanks or lines have been inserted
to signify incompleteness.

A copy of this memorandum is being designated for
each office having an active SlfP branch for the purpose
of information.

A copj' is also being designated for files containing
individuals mentioned by the informal' t. kov/eve- it should be
noted that these names were furnished phonetically by the
informants

.

In some cases, as indicated., the names of speakers
have been identified bjr information received from other
informants

.

Copies Cont Td from front pa ff e

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

NY 100-4931 (CP. USA) (19-1)
NY 100-129302 (6P USA) (Counter Intelligence Program) (19-1)

100-66BQ (independent Socialist League) (7-3)
b 9«-

100-95240 (Labor Youth League) (12-14)

V??C

100-19912 (Socialist Labor Party) (7-3)
100-49738 (Socialist Party ) (7-3)~

__ \*7C
NY 100-116917 (Socialist Union of America) (7-3)

- NY 100-129859 (Socialist Unity Forum) (7-3)
**^
- NY 100-80693 (Young Socialist League) (7-3)
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(male speaker) House come to order please.
The question has been .... that ....

(male speaker) Now, we have been tolf
that for administration to settle on the Negro question,

* because oftthe ... and not extend any sense.
now

We will/proceed with the speakers list.
... make sure evoxyone vho wants to speak is on the list.
If there are any additional speakers they may have their
names put on the list at this point. If when yourname
is called you do not wish to speak, please indicate
and we will strike your name.

DE$ Detroit

(male answer) Yes
k
/

JEAN, Cleveland (female answer) Yes

RUTH, Seattle :
>

... Seattle ....

(female answer) I wish to give my time to
JEAN from Cleveland.

(male speaker) I submit to the convention
that comrade .... gave her time to another comrade.
I'll put it to a vote. All those in favor.. Aye.
All those opposed. No. Notion made that comrade
... give her time to another comrade.... liaise
their hands.

(.speaker can be heard to count to 15)

All those opposed (speaker again heard to
count to 15) That was a very ....

I

that
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Well, it's a tie vote. I will cast my vote In favor
of a longer ....of time.

JACK LAUDERT, TOM, ELLEN, CLYDE ....
CLARA, NATE, NAT, JONES, POWER, ALVIN

Are their any names that have hot been
listed? All right, I point to a good suggestion...
everybody has ... to 5 minutes. Don't feel bad If
you have to be cut off In the middle because we
want to treat everybody...

(female Bpeaker) I wonder if you have
the list in the order in which you’ll calloff.

(male speaker) We'll have... 2nd from the
top.

(female speaker) Well, if there are no
objections, I would like to speak after some of the
other comrades have spoken. I'm a little close to
the top.

(male speaker) ...I'll push your name down.

(female speaker} Thank you.

(Male speaker) All right, the lot speaker
is DEE of Chicago.

(male speaker)... the way I understand the
problem, we have to have a fundamental base. We
think that capitalism is a world phenomena. Since JIM CROW
is a part of capitalism, • it is also a thesis of
world type. Now m.y , because of the international

- 4 -
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.with

feats of capitalism / JIM CROW although the forma
may differ throughout various sections of the country
but It happened in Spain, and ‘for this reason I feel
that there is a direct relationship between the loyalist
government and the government of the .... people of
America . .

O t
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(Unsub male speaking) - - - I feel that there is
a direct relationship between the Loyalist Government and
the government of . . . people of America. I hate to
show that the beginning of the Civil War . . . the next
step surrounds the upsurge . . , the right of the NLB along
with the March To Washington movement . . . now there is
one point of criticisu that I have of the Communist
presentation of the eight point . . . and I say . . .

has been instrumental in raising the struggle to a much
higher level . . .

The above unsub male concluded the speech
by stating in general that the SUP is the Party with the
solution to the problem and that the whole Left Wing
agrees that the common goal i3 Socialism.

Unsub wonan makes a mostly unintelligible speech
regarding the leadership of the negro movement, non-
violence , Pacifism, the War Resistence League, the ISL
and MARTIN LUTHER KING. She concludes by pointing out what
the SWP must do to bring about negro equality.

*

(Unsub woman speaking) - - - Comrade I would
like to take up briefly the - relationship of the negro
question to our anti-Stalinist work. The negro question,
as far as I’m concerned is one of the most important
weapons in our compalgn. I say this because . . .

Unsub woman continues with an apparent attack
on the part the CP is taking in the negro struggle. She
described activity at CP meeting she attended as follows:

"And we had one negro present in the audience « ,

after the talk, someone in the audience got up and asked
a very simple question, YJhy don’t we have negroes in the
audience? The leadership there answered the question very
simply, there are no government job3 « . . and, therefore,
we don't have any negroes. However, I took the opportunity
to take the floor and relate the fact that they have no

-6
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negroes today, cannot attract negroes today, to their
incorrect, theoretical approach, particularly. the question
of 4 . . There was quite a reaction to this, one CP rank
and file member . . .There wasa.nember thei'e who was sincerely
interested in eliminating prejudice and she could not stand
any attack on the party approach. Any other question, in any
other field we might admit error, she said, but not on the
negro question. We have done too much work, too much activity
and have been in the negro struggle too long. And she
ended by practically sobbing that the negro people will come
back into the CP.

(Unsub female continues) - - - However, those
negro people won’t come back into the CP. The negro people
have completely ...

I consider the negro question so important for
two main reasons. One, the SUP has to divide the revolution
leadership in this country in all questions, not exclusively
of this one. Second . . .We have an* opening here by which to...

chip away those revolutions in the CP on this question.
This question will definitely shake people up and oau.Be *

„

them to start thinking • . in conclusion I want to say .

. . . enable us to carry our revolutionary...standards in all
fields Including the negro struggle, which like every other
social phenomena is' subject to complete analysis and not
merely ...

An unsub male then gave a speech mostly unintelligible
regarding the negro struggle and national minorities.

- 7 -
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(Unknown male speaking) We. ..

.

.oppressed
people . We have to keep alive the conflict of the
right of self determination. Now the right of
self determination is not what the Stalinists
mean. You want to attack the Stalinists. What

unified inspection of self determination
in the first place that .of self determination

evil people what they are. That's not a
at all. Our of the right is

Just the right. We know what we know that
our associates called ..of the
concerned we feel the mutual people want
that.

The speaker continued. However, the meaning
•of., his . speech -was unintelligible except
for a few words and phrases, which standing alone,
had no meaning.
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Unknown subject male: I do not believe
this should be considered «... These are ideas I
had before I came to the convention, and these
discussions here have only strengthened those
convictions. I want to point out particularly to.
the practical approach on the subject. What I feel
is this. These resolutions should be held over
and that any vote at thl6 time would be incorrect*

Unknown subject male: The next speaker will
be i . . to be followed by ,

i

l ;

Unknown subject female: Comrades, I understand
the unrest and uneasiness that you feel. There is
a'*... attack being made on an innocent document that
doesn’t say these things, that Comrade FRASER and his
supporters maintain are being said.

.

Now this is
a typical kind of a discussion supporters try to lead
off the fact that the differences are as ... not clear.
It is because this key resolution is in my opinion not
the kind of a clear cut unambigulous presentation ;

of the Nationalist concept of the Negro question has
indeed been given by the speakers here today including
Comrade BREITMAN and Comrade DAN ROBERTS. It is an
amhiguious resolution. It is a contridictary resolution.
It is an all inclusive resolution which (several words
omitted) whole difference towards this thing and
Individuals in the party. All..thrown together on the
basis of line two of a line that is admittedly
our concern. Does that mean then that where necessarily
be centered in looking for differences if you discern
such a line that Is fundamentally wrong and therefore
seems to loose the nature of the function. No I
don’t agree that It Is an unwarranted skepticism that
is being attested here but frankly along with the
fact that suddenly out of years waiting out of a
history of seven years in the party, even though this

/
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Is the first tine to go into it (several words omitted)
Comrade FRASER ... the criticism that in 1951 and again
his approach was to warn of the danger in calling
a party (several words omitted) leading to our final
decision on the Negro colonialist concept of the Negro
question (several paragraphs unintelligible).

Now I am very glad to see today in the discussion
that there was a much more serious approach to the
criticisms as there was by Comrade BREITMAN. Me
cannot laugh away, ridicule away, or import away
the criticisms even though they are irritating and
even though they are We must try to understand
what is being criticized here and what our fundamental
Btand is on this question. We cannot say what's wrong
with you boys, what are you complaining about, aren’t
you ever happy, what difference does it make what
you call it as long as it is good whatever it is. Come
then is this the attitude of a Marxist orientation?
Is it correct to say, well I can call it a Nationalist
struggle, a racial struggle, a racial question, but :

an anti-national question, etc, and so on goes the
national question. No Comrades we have got to define
and be critical and exact in our terms. We have
got to know how to characterize new terms and to determine
which ... are dominent . /.re the National ... of the .

Negro struggle, are the non-National, anti-National
intergrationists aspects of the Negro struggle
predominent in thiB unity of officials? Is that how
a Marxist analizes and defines our Nationalist or
non-Nationalist question. Me cannot go on year after
year saving the hope for the Negros (several words
omitted). The struggle will decide (several words
omitted). The ultimate direction of the struggle depends
how Marxists analdze and characterize;

10
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Unlcnown subject male: I think that too
much tine is 6pent i j . to read and study up ....
But in reading last night, hurriedly, I cane to this
conclusion regarding KIRICS . So (several words
omitted) for the Negro struggle for equality. That •

first of all (several words omitted) and in order to
solve the problem of Inequality it is necessary to destroy
the capitalist system^ That is my understanding of
our position (several words omitted). And going from
this comes the idea that we have freedom to criticize
the Negro leadership the same way that we can criticize
the leadership of the American Labor Movement. In
my opinion in our approach, both Negro and t\*h±te persons,
we can come out complexly with our new program and let
the people Bay we never tried that program but that
we have a few (snags) in our approach, in our political
approach, to the Negro Movement Just as we do in
our personal basis with the Negro individuals. We
can never attempt to have a ... attitude that Negro
people are fine and wonderful and that we can’t criticise
them and the other thing which is that we can't consider
this with (several words omitted) and vie have the
solution to the problem of Negro equality already
made and all the Negro people have to do is accept the
social system for what it is and their problems will
be solved. I think that ;i. must be ... Negro purpose
• . , spokesman and that these Negro militants, Negro
revolutionists, will be those ones that will be able .

to lead the Negro people toward the solution of the
problem and the achievement of social equality.

Unknown subject male: The next speaker is
Comrade (WARWAIC) of Chicago followed by of Los

\

- 11 - -
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Angeles; (WARWAK) Comrades, at the present conjuncture
of the crisis of Stalinism and the lies (several
words omitted) that the Negro struggle is different
(several words omitted) will "be done on the basis
of our correct approach to the Negro struggle.
Therefore to have an ambiguious approach would be
even more disasterious than having it (several words
omitted).

Resolution, by ICIRK contains this statement
and X quote "Theoretically the profound growth
of racial solidarity (several words omitted) the Negro
people (several words omitted)". Is there a basis
for an economic basis in this country for the Negro
people? Is there an economic basis? Do they have
their own economic institutions? Are they all put
together in the same ;;.? Do they have a separate
language? What is the basis for this Nationalism?
Nationalism was ever around the Negro movement and at '

this stage of the development is completely reactionary;
and as the price of capitalism deepens, the participation
of the Negro workers becomes more and more important,

‘

it becomes more (reactionary) . Now Comrade FRASER on
page six at the top says "above all the Negro Movement
must become aware of the isolation . . . that the labor
movement doesn't seem to do and as a conseqxience the
working class as a whole appears unmoved or concerned
with the Negro. struggle in the. south; Then the Negro
workers* movement can turn its back and go its way
alone;" ...

Such a (several words omitted) it would set
back the labor struggle and would set back the Negro
struggle. The only way the Negro people can win
is through unity. The major weapon of the capitalist

- 12 -
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class Is a, and when the Negros have (several words
omitted) the position that the only good white man
is a dead white man (several words omitted).

Now another thing that Comrade FRASER
has pointed out which the P.C. Resolution does not
deal with is that what is necessary is a deeper
analysis of the Negro petty bourgeoisie, what is the
creative role they play, what is the relationship of the
Negro working class, what is their relationship to
Socialism. This is very important (several words omitted)
question; This is a contridiction, the contridiction
isn*t ours, but nevertheless we must understand what
the contridiction is. My proposal is that we do
not take a vote on the resolution because there is a lot
that is unsaid,a lot that is incorrect on the question
of the Negro struggle.

Unknown subject male: The next spealzer is
Comrade CLYDE of Los Angeles, to be followed by *

Comrade JONES of . . . .
:

CLYDE (female) Comrades, I agree wholeheartedly
with the speaker who immediately preceeded me, and
feel that he expressed my point of view in a nutshell
so to speak. But I also wish to speak for myself. I
believe that what is happening here today in that the dual
nature of the Negro struggle Is manifested itself in
the . . • of our time. The upsurge of the Negro movement
coincides as you know with the ebb of the revolution
and has had a profound effect on the thinking of all of
us and tends to crystalize (several words omitted). I
feel confident in our ability to fight against the
tendency to harden ourselves In whatever (several words omitted)

- 13 -
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I think that this would not be the practical
solution for the party. But my prediction at the *

present tine is a result of the very intense, and
I might add «*, study of the Negmalways feeling
as an integral part of the struggle of the American
workers for Socialism. Let me i.. to a free •••
which is represented by the resolution presented to
us by Comrade KIRK*

Now I'd like to go into the P.Ci Resolution
(several words omitted) that the Political Resolution
presented to this convention would elaborate would
follow its line and makelhe line of that resolution
clearer to us as a result of our experiences in the mass
movement which has put us In i‘ii. I would believe that
the political resolution (several words omitted), and
I think the reason for this is basically the fact that
for some time the Negro movement, forwarded motion
of the Negro movement has not yet coincided with the
forward movement of the working class, I don't
know what the political committee will do with their
resolution^ I'm sure they will do the best they
can do on the basis of their thinking. But I must
weloome their decision that this is a beginning
of a serious discussion of the dual nature of the Negro
struggle

i

Unknown subject chairman: The next speaker
is Comrade JONES, followed by Comrade POWERS*

JONES: Comrades, never have so few done
so much as (several words omitted) in the 1956 presidential
campaign. It was a great inspiration to (several
words emitted) in various parts of South America
(several words omitted) past year^ (Several words omitted)
this is a great problem (several words omitted) and
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that of Comrade KIRK I find this, as a matter of fact,
I found Comrade KIRK* s resolution to be very evasive,
however In his presentation. Comrade KIRK thinks
(several words omitted) that the true revolutionary
party would have (several words omitted) of counterpointing
all of Comrade KIRK' s position if not (several words
omitted) resolution for his presentation it seems
to me does not show their problem. Therefore, though
I have several reservations on the P.C. draft resolution
I disagree with i... The general agrument being on
(several words omitted) as presented by Comrade
Zt/ICHER (several words omitted) I should mention
to (several words omitted) one the, question of
separatness based page 26 which (construction two-
the question of-on page 27 of the resolution-in
reference to separatism I think-) it is ray

conception the Negro question is the question
of . i ; class exploitation of the Negro ( several words
omitted) it is the bourgeoises In its oppression of
the Negro masses and .... 'Segro people. It is tills
aspect of the Negro question (several words omitted) of the
colonial and semi-colonial people, and herein in
(robs)i The incentiveness of the Negro struggle
in colonial revolution (several words omitted) here we
should be concerned (several words omitted) negro
people, separatness and segregation go together.

... revolve and evole we cannot afford to give -

a false impression that we are for segregation, vie are
not, have never been andwill never be. The Militant, our
paper, can (several words omitted) record on this.
In reference to the two questions (several words omitted)
fall of 1955 we find one; it exposed the illusion that
the Negro people could achieve its freedom on (several
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words omitted) two: that it takes the Initiative away
from the Negro masses .In the (several words omitted),
however. Inasmuch as It has been said by these comrades
that neither the question of separatism nor the
question of (several words omitted), we cannot
get to the masses except through the vanguard element.
We cannot get to them e::cept, unless (several words
omitted) interest of the mass, that is the problem.
Because (several words omitted).Unknown subject male
says. Comrade Chairman I want a special privilege
afforded Comrade JONES for some extra time; He has
long experlerce in the south and was up here recently
on business and we have about 10 minutes extra that
we could afford.

JONES: We must in spite of ... be sure, be confident,
that if the generation of capitalism continues (several
words omitted) moreover we are confident that we
will build the kind of leadership necessary for
final victory over the Negro struggle. Ue need that
leadership necessary for (several words omitted) to
capitalism, that is the object of the S'./P, that's
why we are here today.
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(Unsub Male Speaker) "Comrades the theory ... considered
by... we have tried to act, out particular objection to the
draft resolution submitted by the PC is tlA it carries
rejection for ... apparently the theory is that there is
National food for every question except the Negro Question.

ComraS BRIETMAN usurps his ideals to work within
the Negro Movement ... on the question of what comes next as
related to something ••the nature ...

Comrade ROBERTS contends we have theory and we
draw a conclusion thereflom ... words concerning the draft

* resolution and the 1§48 resolution.

The 1948 resolution proved the March on Washington
Movement and the rise of the NAACP .... to the post war
sturggle. The resolution in part, stated that the
Negro stnggle is an intergal part of the struggle of the
American working class ... and we conclude therefrom
. . . that the Negro workers are on the highest level of
political understanding of the American workers and that they
understand the nature of the state better and that knew the
necessity of engaging in the manufacture . . . that they i

oppose the two party system, ttab they recognize ... of the
state and concluded therefrom that the opportunity
of the Negro struggle and the Negro Movement, that the
result be a great impression, the greatest depression ever
visited upon the Negro people, that they have ever
experienced in the history of the world. We made that a
part of the conclusion ... of the single task of this peripd
was the recruitment of the Negro 'and development :>f the

§
Negro average and that we could not do so if we had to
reevaluate in out factories and our ...

The new reodution makes ne ntion <f this intolerable
situation. There has been a long period of relative quiet
Negro struggle which has not ... definitely overwhelming
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". .. and from tHs we reject (unintelligible phrase) we see the
revolutionary daracter of the Negro struggle today not as
a colored peoples (unintelligible phrase) the colonial
revolution is in a poor state thdrefere. the -Negro struggle is in
a poor state and we have to ..."

(Unsub female Speaker) "Yesterday there were two
resolutions under debate, that strike clearly two very
different points of view analyzing the situation and
developments (unintelligible phrase) and I ... regardless
of which point of view I ... it was clear what the

difference was when 1 today we seem to be faced with the
problem (unintelligible phrase) and for that i*eason I feel
that it is not proper to as!: a minority resiution opposed
to a recommendation by the majority or unanimously by the
political committee that is not as clearly defined, lies
the difference. I don't think the majority resolution is
perfect in every respect. I think that a number of the
Comrades undoubtedly poinfelout and I am inclined to think
. . . the political committee will agree that the resolution
could be improved but that does not change the basic ...
which is what. .we should be concerned with here today. *

'll© worfc the word is the . contribution mady by
Comrades that I think are noting who spoke in opposition
to the majority resolution and I don't think was arc

opposition but rather an improvement on the resolution
from the standpoint of accusation against the majrotity
that they are pro ... and pro Stalinist is to my mind
completely false. However, the rebuttal question
by Comrade ... saying that we would amplify our position
on thi'a can be a futher explanation to make it clear
if there is any doubt about ... Comrades in the party
or . individual outside the party I think It's correct
(unintelligible phrase) that the political committee would
ot$ct to this • , . recommendation made by a member of
Comrades.

"

The subject's speech for the next .-*a minute*.,
according to this Informant, was unintelligible and she
continues, '* and due to the fact that it is not a problem
facing us now, I csui't se|^(^nintelligible phrase).

- 13 .
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(Unsub Male from Seattle) “Comrades I bring to you greetings from
the left opposition ... from the Pacific Northwest.

I want to say that almost a year ago as a
result of the Khrushchev revelations and later as a result
of the series of events in Poland and Hungary, this group
was formed and it was formed in a fraternal relationship
with the SUP and Comrades of the Pacific Northwest.

There is right now no ... in the CP or in any of
the socialist left today without the SUP. Aa a result
of the critical events and basing ourselves primarily
on the criteria of the Democratic and the workers
council in Poland and in Hungary we took essentially the
same political lines tht was expressed in the Majority
document of . . .organizstlons but had w® ta.cen the line
that was expressed by the documents pu ;t ouc. about the same
time the I'arcy Gray documents, our proof that those elements
which were coming towards us would have found ourcLves
in a peculiar position of meeting ourselves coming back
but v;e see qestion of this Negro resolution vie feel that-
we are everyone of our original group was against the
direction of this revolution immediately upon reading
it. In fact, I remarked to one of the the Comrades of

the fraternal distinction between the SUP and our group . .

.

and a feeling of nostalgia for the old CP,. USA.... .

The Party for years. ha3 drowned the class
struggle ... of te Negro question In the chasma
erroneous national analysis of a confounded ... we have done
so precisely for the purpose of consolidating and
continuing of the line with the labor bureaucracy ...
thi3 solely of te period c-f the second World Uar ... in their
failure to support the March on 'Washington, precisely to
guarantee the bureaucratic policies of the labor unions . . • and
in its turn to support the policy of the present bureaucracy
of hands off the class struggle against ...

.
This question of a correct analysis of the Negro

question in the United States is extremely- important
for all of us ... In my opinion it is the top question
facing us today in conjunction with the regroupmenfc program.
We cannot approach the regroupment program today without
approaching the Negro question.
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To show how It has effected the Communist Party
in the pro-convention election, right up to the convention election
there was . . . of Negro Comrades elected until at the
present time they have the largest member of Negroes in the
top Committee in the Communist Party in it3 history.

Because this problem is one which is facing
the whole Qmmunist Party now I wont say any more, my time
is up and I want to thwik you for giving me a Good time
and hope we will have further discussion on thi3 question.
I support the. position taken by Comrade KIRS rather
than the position taken by ... and the majority. Thank you.

20 -
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An unidentified male speaker speaking at this
time, at length, gave a critique on THOMAS FRASER’S
resolution discussing it generally and pointing out what
the speaker termed several errors of fact, and especially
attacking the supposition in FRASER’S resolution that there
exists in the South any large movement of white women.

According to NY 2039-S*, the above speaker was
followed by a female speaker, not clearly identified
by the informant, who spoke on the resolution and its
relationship to the Negro struggle, the working clas3
struggle, Marxist and Trotskyist analysis. According
to the female speaker, Negro and working class struggles
are the vanguard of mas 3 action and the whole colonial
world is Just the working class fighting the governing
class.

The informant advised that at the conclusion of
the above speech an unidentified male individual, probably
a chairman, stated that the last speaker concluded a list
of speakers and announced that it was his desire that the *

convention adjourn by one o’clock. He then announced that
a vote would have to be taken. ~

Next, according to NY 2039-S*, another unidentified
male speaker spoke. He began with what he (the speaker)
described as the origins of the discussion of the Negro
question, the Negro struggle for equality and matters
of segregation. For the most part this speaker’s
remarks were inaudible - but did, principally concern
the national struggle as opposed to and distinguishable
from the Negro struggle. According to the speaker,
the resolution did not differentiate between the two
distinguishable opposites.

According to NY 2039-S*, the last mentioned
speaker continued speaking for a considerable time.
However, because of the circumstances under which he
spoke most of what he said was inaudible and/or garbled

'

and could not be clearly related by the informant.

21
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It concerned, as mentioned above, the Negro problem In
the United States, segregation, LILLIAN SMITH’S book
on the South, Negroes, their thoughts and words, and the
churches* part in aiding the Negro, The speaker also
discussed the 1941 march on Washington, the Roosevelt
administration policies, the NAACP and New York state
policy. It was also the speaker’s opinion that union
leaders support the civil rights movement. The speaker
discussed the foregoing convention resolution page by
page and also referred the. audience to the 1943 resolution
and stated that it wa3 never the intention of the SWP
to abandon that resolution,

NY 2039-S* stated that upon conclusion of the
above speaker’s comments, an unidentified female and an
unidentified male each proposed certain small specific
changes or amendments to the resolution,

Following the above, according to irSf 2039-S*,
several unidentified individuals, male and female, made
short comments relative to the voting which was to be held
shortly thereafter.

One of the individuals stated that he did not
know what they were voting for - and, another ansrered
that the motion on the floor then was a motion to approve
the general plan for a draft resolution on the platform
of Negro equality and to authorize a continuing discussion
of aspects of the Negro question, -

- 22 -
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(Man speaking) To Introduce this
amendment, the discussion of we feel is in the concrete,
the comrades who would vote for the resolution introduced by
the committee has doubts about these two points .....
determination. I therefore feel there is nothing in the
resolution without ....... and I therefore feel that we should
adopt as a method in amending as an amendment to be
placed before the convention .....

(Man speaking ) (on proposed amendment ) ......
vote on amendment now to take out the referenced
amendment and therefore ha3 to be debated and we* 11 be
here all afternoon ...... (Man continue speaking on fact that
amendment involves discussions and quite some time) V/e got
to get through with this so we can get over to the most
important point of this convention, the report on the improve-
ment problem we got to do that this afternoon.

(Man speaking) leave it to convention
to decide. I withstand with comrade CAHNOH 1 s motivation and
he understands full well that I do not desire on getting
bogged down so we can not deal with this important question
coining .up. I do think that we can dispose of this very
quickly on insisting on having thi3 placed before the
convention, (vote taken)

(Man speaking) Comrades please be seated so
we can get the vote over with. (vote counted)

(Man speaking). •••••• would like to make
announcement while the secretary i3 tabulating vote. The
credentials committee will meet this afternoon in the back
of the hall.

(Woman speaking) The panel scheduled for this
afternoon .will meet at Adelphi Hall, 74 Fifth Avenue. Also
the nominating committee will meet this afternoon The

23 -
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The Panel discussion will have names of the floor. Its on
the 10th floor. Three panels, dues, trade unions and
militants, who are meeting at 8:00 o'clock tonight...
that's Fifth Avenue and 13th Street, about a block from
headquarters.

(Man speaking in announcement regarding vote
is not over) (Man speaking). , ....also I would like
to request that an analysis be given regarding the
desegration be given in the Armed Forces. The reason for

^ Jb and the Implication of It.

(Man speaking )...,.the vote tabulates for
the defeated resolution 54 and resolved 5 33 to 5 vote.
The presiding committee announces a recess until 3:00 o'clock. .

(Male speaking) Comrades, we have now arrived
at the main order of business before the convention. Our
political offensive In the present regroupment atmosphere
with the ....... Now, its useful to compare at “his time
that all. .... .that wo use all of our studied *
deliberttion.... .over questioned program, organisation and
conduct of all activities of the party are in each and
every instance a ....... circumstance aimed in the deductions
of breaking out and extending the ... • • of the party and
thereby penetrating deeper into the mass movement of the
Uiiited States. Now we are now at that point where we can say
that circumstances are propitious for extensive ...... so that
move. But we are rather at a Junction where we can expand
our influence within the and in the process avail ourselves
of certain modest recruitment opportunities that are
present as we note of .... that exists within modem day *....
We feel that a situation in the leftist movement that Is
in a complete state of flux and this Is the situation where
we have to strike and strike where the iron is hot. And
it is precisely for that reason that this becomes our main
order of business at this convention. As you are all fully
aware the present shakeup of the mass movement does not

>
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arise from pressure from the workers from ..... The ferns nt
In the eyes of a revolution has been precipated by the
world crises of Stalinism which is producing repercuslons
in American politics primarily through the crises of the
Communist Party. The repudiation of Stalin has left pro-
found shock in the Communist Party ranks with its false
ideological structures through which the revolutionary
aspirations of the worker militants come into the Communist
Party at all.... ..It is seeking toward the large scale
exodus from the Communist Party that is still going on.
It is. .....within the Communist Party, precipating

. into an ....... party and we hope that the next time that
we take the mass,.... democracy, a thirst for fresh political
thought, a desire for a central re-examination of program in
a search for a return to a revolutionary move. I speak
in that sense of those elements who have managed to hang
on through the years in the Communist Party and
still retain a capacity to search for a revolutionary road
and in out precious and we can made to help
to save the revolutionary party. Their arms
have shown a desire to patronize the revolutionary tendency
to prove that the SWP, the long taboos against Trotskyism

'

..... and the attitudes.,... for fraternal discussion with
these as against these desires present in some sections of
the ranks of the Communist Party movement and its periphery,
the Communist Party leaders are dodging discussions of the
basic political issues, trying to find associations with other
political tendencies within strict leadership control, making
Joint appeals in the name of the various organized duties ..
..... of the Communist Party to end factionalism within
the party, which is intended as a device to curb internal
destruction. The leaders of the party and the people of
the party concentrate ..••.*•• of the discussions of the February
convention which means promote the prevelant concept
exlstance with imperialism through the mechanism of a past

corroboration and anti-monopolism in the United States that
the support of Democratic Party politics. And not
a single member of the Communist Party of National statute
has shown any tendencies to move to the left in this instance.
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The oddity la that Internal conflict continues within the
Communist Party between the rank3 and the Bureaucracy and
the men in the Bureaucracy inself. The fighting remains
in a general state of p£raiyais faced with a ......
financial crises..... ..up to now the Bureaucracy has
been able to exercise its full control over the Party and
its activities insofar as its activities have been published.
Now in this shakeup, this crises within the Communist
Party, this i3 clear, that the imperialists pressure is
on elements within the Communist Party are generally
reflected through the crystalization of the Gates wing,
which has come into being under the impact of the Stalinist

.

arises. This group is predominantly middle class in its
composition. This program Is one of conciliation for
the Social Democrats, political Bureaucrats, Conservatives,
Negro leaders, A trend of similar motive is
developing in thl3 dissident elements outside of the Communist
Party, and the elements from both of these forces are
animated by our anxiety to promote the concepts of the so-
called anti-monopoly coalition in an effort to gain
respectability in pro-imperialist circles . Some of the .

-

ex-Trotskyists are maneuvering in this ...... Stalinist
maneuver. The Clarlc-Bartell tendency has met a conciliatory
attitude toward Stalinism They're exhonerating them-
selves through divergent and sundx'y formations to the notion
of Bureaucratic self-reform v;ith respect to the .....
question of the political revolution. They're ...*•• and
faction politics in the Democratic Party, They're advocating
an all inclusive National political -formation and have rigged
up toward this end a party known as the Socialist Unity

: Forum (SUF), which has been unity particularly
around New York for some period of time. The Cochranites
are moving toward abdication to the labor Bureaucracy
repudiating the concept of a revolutionary vanguard body
and legalizing themselves pasturing ...... as politically
uncommitted discussion brokers ..«•••••• who are running a
magazine called the American Socialists, operating a
lecture Bureau with ..... set up to promote public support

.

-26 -
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They offer absolutely no program of action. They have an
absolutely un open mind on any and all ...... At the
time of the spilt of the then Cochranltes group a3 a whole
in 1952-1953* we made many resolutions at that time and an
evaluation has been confirmed by the genesis of this group
and by the splitting of this group into the Trotskyist
element on one side and the Clark-Bartell element on the
other. As we said and as life is demonstrating what they
have placed in common is abandonment of revolutionary
Socialist positions under the pressure of prelonged isolation
from that immenent. Apart from ourselves, the
Communist Party would dominate the next label" , this
lead them into their conoilliatory approach toward
the Stalinist position.. Cochrane saw the ....... Bureaucracy
has been super possible through leadership of the masses
by any radical party. You'll remember that during the
debates that they describe our own position before the
split in 1953 in describing their own positions
as being to the left of the workers. We held on the
other side that class struggle participated by the capitalists
contradictions will invariably break the and open.
an opportunity for the ....... for leadership over the workers.
We saw the Stalinists as our chief rival for leadership in
the positions and ....... and subsequently managed
....... to confirm our evaluation. How farther to the right
among the ex-Trotskyists are the Schactmanite3 who
split down the middle in 1939 or 1940 over the Russian •

question on the one of the Second World War after we
shared Cochrane's pessimism about the probability of the
radical movement winning leadership over the workers in

upsurge. The political evolution of the Independent
Socialist League, the Sihactmanite organisation, traces
right straight back to their Russian position during
1939 and 1940. They abandoned Marxist criteria in evaluating
the Stalinist degeneration of the Soviet Union and in doing
so, cut themselves loose from and they have since
drifted steadily to the right under the pressures of
Imperialism. Today they're seeking fusion with the
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Socialist Party and tills particularly through the outright
pro-imperialist position of the Soiial Democrat Federation.
They're moving toward imperialist foreign
policy, support for the labor buraaurs-cy as entry into
Democratic Party politics. Now if you'll care to listen
for an explanation on this.-partly in the supplementary
report coming from the wife of a former
Now lets look at this view The Socialist Party

The Social Democratic Federation as it is now
known is sending out all up and down the line
against Independent Stalinists and against ex-Trotkyists.
They now make a condition in getting into their setuD,
as NORMAN THOMAS put it in an article in the"Socialist
Call" last December, repudiation of Lenninisra They
bar any form of colaboration with pro-Soviet elements.
And this policy of the SP-SD? Is begining to take the
concrete form which reflects the impossibility
of any revival of an old style popular front such as
the There i3 no longer any room for the
maneuver between imperialist rivals as ...... Second
World War. United States capitalism i 3 ....... a single
imperialist ...... for its assault on the colonialist
revolution of the workers state and that exclude^ any pre
cold war form of a edition of domestic politics in the
United States. Those who refuse to capitulate to the
pro-imperialist3 coalition are left with the choice between
Stalinism arid revolutionary Socialism. Now I want to
describe to you very briefly the surge of the American
forum for Social Education to illustrate this point. As
you are aware public analysis of the criteria of the
American Forum i 3 no more ....... The Forum is founded
on two basic propositions. One, free panel discussions.
Two, the principal of non-exclusion. What that boils
down to is the facts of the basic concept of the
subversive list of the cap talist government. This forum
was no more announced than the New York Times-^practicing
in a dress suit published an editorial that/ proposition
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would help to bring the Communist Party cut of its
isolation and therefore it is not good for the country
and it i3 not good for Socialism. That was the line of
the New York Times, The Daily News, ....... had its
very restrained headlines concerning the American
Forum said look into this problem and calls for the
Senate Internal Security Committee to investigate the
Forum. HERMAN SINGER (PH) of the Socialist Democrats
Federation rushed into the press with a denunciation of
the Forum as he attacked with great ....... down the line
and in a matter of eight days after the announcement of
the Forum, the Senate Internal Security Committee began
to issue subpoenas dome members of the Forum and some
people who weren 1 t members of the Forum ....... As you
know, they replied by A. J. MUSTE who but what '

3

crystal clear is that from the point of view of .......
they are out to try to smash the creation of any kind
....... of international movement that voilates the
concept of subversiveness and that means these cannot
under any circumstances be the kind of a popular front
coalition Now its interesting to observe that the-
formation ....... the first time with the exclusion of the
Communist Party. It didn’t exclude the Socialist
Workers Party (SWP) Itself, they didn't come rlght^out
and do that ....... a group of dissident Stalinists and
a few other freelance individuals SWP insisted on
the right of the Communist Party (CP) to be present.......
and thus pose the issue clearly ....... Nov/ in spite of
the fact that we have enought support to hang on to this
forum that it looks like we have a fighting chance of
continuing in business and begin to make gains
in our recruitment efforts to reach elements with-
in the radical movement. Now as to the CP itself, the .

CP remains in busine33 today only as an agency of the
Kremlin Bureaucracy. It stands politically bankrupt,
morally and weak ....... Its fate is invariably
tied to fate of Soviet Union .••••«• and it survives .....

- 22 -
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To recognize these facts are group around POSTER
have ....... political revaluation in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet orbit outset of the clash

maneuver for a position against
the rebels of the party. During the opening days of the
crl sis in the CP the GATES wing appeared to be gaining
steadily in strength gain a measure of
internal democracy in the party* That process seems to
have reached its high tide around the time of the
Hungarian uprising when the GATES group came into
focusicomplete with a break from Moscow control. Political

S. Hungarian revolt ....... shift toward de~
Stalihlzation The POSTER faction GATES
group within the CP • They made a compromise with the
POSTER faction on February 9, ....... and there they both lo3t
their last chance to win and constitute an
independent group. Since that time, a Fosterite
They opened the attack on the GATES group ....... and
then appeared to have won POSTER significant support among
the worker elements remaining in the party. Then, the
POSTER group sought to remove GATES himself as the Editor
in-Chief of the "Daily Worker" and under this attack

they begin to push the Gatesites and the Posterites,
including POSTER, himself, has recently been taking
position ....... The GATES leadership make their faction
prisioners of a balance of power deal with DENNIS who up to
this point typical Stalinist group. Then,
we affiliate with neither POSTER nor GATES and thereby

J
stimulate representation of rebelious elements

the ranks of the party The Posterites
oadened ....... suspensions of several individuals

in California who have been sympathetic to the
SWP. Now this is another step toward
Stalinism concept within the CP This put the
writing on the wall for the Gate3lte3, The Fosterites
appear to be preparing to deepen this faction and to
intensify attacks along tills line Since
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the main proponent of the GATES faction 13 Involving In
a Social-Democratic direction, this element remains
under a strong compulsion to escape from Kremlin
domination and since can’t be tolerated, we can
therefore assume the probability of a . and
clearly POSTER is now ....... I’ve Just heard that a
political revolution could upset the Posterite
But appears doubtful now that any organised split of
serious proportions could result. It seems more
likely that there would by another internal shakeup within
the party leading to present losses through their time
...... .within the party, and the CP wouldagain be *

removed. ...... Because so long as the Kremlin Bureau-
cracy manages to hang on in its dictorial rule over
the workers and the CP will have a reason to
exist, and will remain an obstacle to the building of a
revolutionary socialist party. Even under complete and
total Posterite domination, the CP will remain a faction
of a group of dissidents that will induce
confusion and disorientation in the regroupment
prosesses ....... But what I would like to say to the
Stalinist '

The revolutionary socialist tendency which
we represent today stands in a much more
favorable relationship of forces The CP now has
less chance of repeating its trail of the 30‘s like
dominating ....... that’s provided the Stalinists are
opposed by firm, prlncipiled, revolutionary socialist
party capable of thinking of itself as a mas3 movement
through the creation of the class struggle
Given these conditions an anti-Stalinist, anti-imperialist
party can be ecpected to play a leading rule in the next

..'Now only results will determine whether that
party will be the SWP in its present form as a new party
created through the fusion of the SWP with the revolutionary
groups that are emerging ....... In any case it must be a party
with a revolutionary socialist program and it will
represent the political vindication of our long struggle

.
?
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In the defense of a revolutionary principles. The surest
< guarantee for the emergence of a serious revolutionary

socialist party will be out continual concentration
on the leftward moving elements for the duration of
the regroupment period and our main attention must
be concentrated on the CP a3 a group with the object of
reaching leftward moving elements in the party and its
periphery who want to overcome the crisis of leadership,
work out correct programmatic positions, and seek a
fresh start to build a revolutionary party. We concur
with their conclusion that the first step toward a
return to revolutionary position are the independence
from Kremlin domination and establishment of democratic
rights within the party. We share the revolt of these
....... within the CP against the concillitory policy toward the
social democrats and the union bureaucrats
However, we must do all we can to help these elements
to understand that it is a reputable question for them
to support the POSTER faction against the GATES faction
milieu. Our task is to help them toward a realization
of a need for a distinct revolutionary trend organized
within the CP in opposition to both POSTER and GATES and-
we must do all we can to reach these potential revolutionary
elements before they leave the party in disgust and fall
into a position where it will not be possible to reaoh
them. Our attention must be directed toward
social democratic circles As a part of
thi3 general process, we must also be alert to attract
militant elements within that group who are by
objective pressures toward a higher level of political
contributions of these lefter and moving elements
cannot be . and all the tendencies
which are mutually antogonistic. There the pro-imperialist
social democratic tondency who stand opposed to both the
Stallnist3 and the revolutionary group..

9
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Unidentified male speaking -the second
fantasy—inaudible—who has manifested the FOSTER group

for expiration into the Social Democratic group and
who as a unity-—of the whole Democratic—Party are
hostile to the revolutionary Socialist position.

The third fantasy is the revolutionary Socialist
fantasy which will attach no political consessions event to
the proletariat or thd..pr.o-Staliniat position*

(Uhmanly) the regroupmant process constitutes
a—— of the latenship of forces between these three
basic , In that sence the -——turning point is the

revolutionary party in this country. we are
seeking a fusion of all of the revolutionary Socialist
elements into a single political party 0 a party——generally
by firm adherence— principals; a party which legal from
—social democrats by a tangible workers state ; a party——from the solids by the force of revolution against
the ruling forces in the Soviet sphere. As a first step
towards regroupment we have to lead free discussions to r

darify potent ideas —through our press, through
circulation of our publications—the promotion, of
public debate, through such instrumentalities as the
American Forum and other devices.— at the same time as

part of this discussion —unintelligible-
aspect of our political regroupraent the National Committee
recommends to the convention that we ledge a program offensive
against all the papers of ——democracy in putting forward

. the revolutionary program of workers democracy. We must
taka cognizance of the fact that the crimes of Stalinism
as (slew) in the minds of the masses a fear of dictatorship.

\
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A determination that they don*t want in any
way, shape, or form a repercussion of what they have seen
or believed to be that what appeared in the Soviet Union.
Our problem is to bring the truth to these workers, to
bring to them a realization of what is the revolutionary
concept of the Socialist state of the Socialist movement
of freedom for the workers in their organizations. In
projecting this program we v/ant to be on one side to
consciously and militancy ——normal thinking against
the fake democratic of- and thoir social
democratic cousins and all the other cockroach psuodo
democrats that are going around bringing that caliber
of politics in the high name of democracy. And on the other
side we want to prqject what is the real revolutionary concept
of a v/orkers democracy which is workers democracy in
truth—the question of civil rights for the workers and thoir
unions, for the masses and all the mass organizations in
this country. And for the democractic privilege -inaudible-
concepts first innumeratnd * in the unintelligible
fat between their ears (Joke) (laughter) (applause)—

—

to break up this business of centralized dictatorship—

—

and smash——of promised rights of the locals tho break up
of. Bureaucratic gains—a general house cleaning all up and
down the bank and that is point one of what a real workers
democracy means.

Point two to demonstrate—what workers democracy
is and as it should be practiced in a mass movement and as
it will be conceived in a revolutionary socialist state
and here are examples.

A party founded on *-—concept .dedicated to a revolutionary
—outlook, a party that has full internal democracy in arriving
at decisions from policy and then to make action the very
ultimate decision. The concepts as manifested by the very living
reality of our democratic revolutionary party and by which
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program for workers party will be in the Soviet sphere.
The full working class contempt of the Soviet- ;

the freedom of the Soviet party; the right to strike;
the violate right to criticism; the full control
over unintelligible —this is a concept
that projects -and recommended to this convention that
the incoming national committee be authorized and
instructed to prepare in detail for an organized offensive
projecting the general and revolutionary concepts of
workers democracy as one of our big sticks to wheel
against all the fakerB in the —inaudible.

Also that —the maximum degree trainmembers
of the different- and especially in those areas where
we see any possibility of trying to arriving,
common good—inaudible

.

Now experience has shown that our political
approach to die Leftist Movement elements tends to touch
on these big stages— inaudible and in general the—

-

inaudible—discussion- defense of civil liberties,
the support of the people !s struggle, equality, resistance of the

anti labor defensive, struggle against anti-Negro en«
ployment and equal wage, the fight for democracy, and
similar issues with support of the foreign policy
with mass political action involving K inaudible (sounded
like individual^ name) with regard to the responsibilities .

within the CP inaudible this phase of the discussion
takes the form around the question of——unintelligible
and in the case of the Young Militant in the Social
democratic sphere in both instances the discussion
leads to the——-unintelligible labor party concept of the

politics ' in the Democratic Party, and this trend
of oousso leads in turn to the -of Socialist
election campaign which now has a double value for us in

- 35 -
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that——Inaudible and serves as a means to holp us
roach——inaudible that 0 arriving here and tliero
within the mass movement.

We should do this when ever we can in the
year 1957 and above all we will try to use the maximum
extent the NYC—inaudible to keep the whole party in
this regard. Now in these instruction the—inaudible
party policy has changed inaudible extent we only
-——after discussion -unintelligible— and in
the case of CP elements it has called support of the political
revolution as inaudible. Within the Social democratic
sphere unintelligible with advance to worker *s states
and—-—unintelligible

.

In both instance g/^fscus sion at this stage has been
to arrive at a point where it opens the way toward an
alternate——unintelligible to-—of the basic concepts of
a permanent revolution and that is where unintelligible

—

of a political understanding. While the problematic
discussion is taking place we advocate proper action
on specific issues - These actions help to promote a
fraternal feeling as was very graphically illustrated
in the May Day held a year ago in which facilities
political expression up and down the line. unintelligible
—helps to create a discussion atmosphere and the actions
then themselves tend to stir—unintelligile program
positions and of course that facilitates by the fact that
we only reserve the right with our program to a close extent-
unintelligible that we deem advisable in these defenses. General
terms the possibilities of—-unintelligible concerning common
actions are determined by two basic criteria. One under
no circumstances will we agree to any kind of acton that
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contemplates crossing class lines (in morals). Two
any common action organized must be realistic in view
of the given opportunities in which we are not going
to render in these actions. But within this framework we
can be thankful in our approach- and 'vigorous in our
efforts to utilize this instrument a3 another weapon
in our political offensive. Now the charge has been made
that numerous quarters think our whole approach to
regroupment is one massive (trading) organization that we
are out for just one thing and one thing only and that is
to steal unintelligible that ohargo is false -in full*
Now we must make this decision in our policy and in our
conduct with regroupment unintelligible because
we don't think that we need unintelligible——that
we. are not like a bunch of peanut merchants, we are
trying to find every vital force that can be one to——unintelligible strengthen the vanguard of the
revolutionary Socialist party. Now we reject any attempt
to brand as unintelligible however, our gesture
toward fraternity with the members of other tendancie3
or the publication in our press of materials submitted by
individuals from other tendancies and we reserve the
right to comment objectively—unintelligible if the
Stalinist or the Social Democrats try to——unintelligible
our invitation and fail to accept to——unintelligible
of false charges at least—unintelligible we want to
be able to ahcw clearly whoro • the responsibility lies
——unintelligible and we must be isady to go half way
in working out—similar problems of better party
relations——unintelligible—-of tho regroupment program.
Now we do not make a——-unintelligible and inaudible——of the organizational question——unintelligible
history of our party back in the mid 1930? s-—the
League of America—-a year or so later. This party
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entered the Socialist party unlntelllglub we
were looking not alvray3——to Increasing revolutionary
Socialists unintelligible—expelled from SP

—

merged into the SWP which represented any charges from
the Communist League cf America that had been thrown cut
of the CP in 1928 and unintelligible——we are entirely
unintelligible provided that it is founded on a revolutionary
Socialist——unintelligille provided that it constitutes
itself as a—unintelligible-—party firmly revolutionary.
principles, international revolutionary outlook and
democracy——community of action. Basically our principle
organizational objective may be sumarlzed as follows:

We are working to bring about a fusion of all
revolutionary Socialist parties into a single party
—unintelligible—second connect the party with the
mass movement—brahe that left wing cn mass action
induced by the——unintelligible-—and through it's work
will generate responsiveness for Socialist, aims to a
program of unintelligible—split the labor movement :

with the democratic party and create a labor party based
‘

on unions in the life of people workers—

-

establish a workers and people* s government and move forward
to the abolition of capitalism and the establishment of
a Socialist party. End of talk.

Unidentified male speaker spoke of the SWP*s
problems concerning regroupment. Ke also spoke of the
increase of interests since 1950 in the labor movement.
He was critical of the ISL and of MAX 3HACHTMAN.
(This talk for the most part was unintelligible.)

An unidentified male voice made an announcement
which was for the most part inaudible concerning the
function to be held at Adelphl Hall, 74 Fifth Avenue,
New York City. He also mentioned the Committee for the
Protection of Foreign Bom*
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Unidentified male speaker. This individual
spoke concerning regroupment and told what apparently
were Jokes as there was some laughter. Voice wa3
inaudible.
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Un male: ... "We have a collective, social and political
program... a Marxist theory that's correct in my
opinion and we will have to transform our paper,

our (Party?) organization, into a fighting organization...
The key question is., we in the meantime anticipate the
possibilities of change... the basis of developing a left
wing."

Applause

Un female speaking: ^'During the (2nd?) ‘/orId /Jar, the
(Marxist?) theory on the preparation of World War
Ill, the citizens... a program against all odds...

|phr that had such an appreciation of... It is true that ...

political revolution in the Soviet (orbit?) again ... against
great odds."

(Un female continues speaking indistinctly)
"... and I'm proud of our movement... one of the most important
issues... that issue is the question of the United Front...
But to ... in a United Front with a Communist Party... and^

who would unite with anybody... But we are already now :

involved in what I regard as one of the most important • .

.

problems... Communist Party. How to enter a United' Front
with the Communist Party... We began ... unity in Los
Angeles; the comrades entered into this work of the (Sobell?)
Committee. In various localities the comrades have also
entered the field of protecting. • • In this work... we
begin by ... expressing a great deal of suspicion ... wary
of ... in a ... organization ... and so quickly ... we have
deprived them of all their . . . and suspicions ... I can say
that we are fighting against anyone who is standing in the way
of cooperating... They are learning to our advantage ....
on a fight for a United Front basis and 1 believe that this work
will develop in addition the great part we have of . .

.

-open-handed struggle for the new regime. I just want to say
in conclusion that I have advised one of the Philadelphia

: (comrades?) of our social tonight ... so that we will have
'the opportunity of meeting some of our relatives from out
of town... and I am sure that (he?) would be happy with her.
She's the wife of one of the foremost ... in the United States.
And 1 think that the Socialist Workers Party... the job of
organizing a fight..."

Applause
- 40 -
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Un male speaking: ... ”Cn the basis of a supra political
relationship... would have to have - as a leader
of the north and south groups... ” (Un male
continues -- almost completely inaudible) "...

position on their anti-Stalinist position by
taking a strong political stand on the Hungarian
Revolution. ... the friendly (cooperative?)...”

(the above un male stops talking and another un male is
heard unintelligibly; 2 or 3 other un males also heard
indistinctly)

Another un male begins speaking: ”.. . the political revolution
... 1 agree with Bert . . . and we are going to
find all kinds of strange developments from strange
sources and we're going to have to make it possible
for all of these who are .... to us.... to make it

more or less easy to get in ...”

(Above un male continues speaking - almost completely
unintelligible) *

"...this is a classic struggle ... a tremendous contribution
• and hammers down the (lot ?) of those social
(democrats?) and would be (democrats?) ... The many thousands
who have left the Communist Party (still?) think of themselves
as Communists..., ... he said ... break down the barrier,
get into all the committees... that have to do with civil
rights and defense... every committee, every organization...
as a leader should be...”

Applause

Another un male speaks: ”-Je support John ‘..‘right . . . sane
platform... Smith Act Committee in Seattle ...”

(Above un male continues to speak unintelligibly
for the next 3 or 4 minutes)

Applause
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(Voice of an un male heard saying "Howard". Several voices
heard indistinctly in background)

Another un male speaks: "Comrades, the discussion broke down
on the regroupment of the Socialist forces. If
this is clear to us, then the question that the entire
... of the regroupment of the revolutionary Socialist
Forces depends for its (outlet?) upon us. Foremost

in the (radical?) movement... I think we have all had experience
... in seeking to seek . the measures. ., of 6ome kind of
Socialist Unity. Nobody outside of us presents a clear
concept of the need to form a group among the revolutionary
Socialist Workers and how this can be done... I know that
most of us... did not realize that until we had been in this
vicinity. . . Even when we could show absolutely that we were
correct... we could completely ...the concept of a party, and
to plan our own in relationship to many groups... I use the
word Socialist Democracy because I believe... monopolized
that word, particularly the Schachtraanites . . . Socialist
Democracy, workers democracy, put down on paper what we mean
... the workers, and particularly the ... I think we have '

all noted that in the practice of ..."

Applause

Another un male now speaks: Mentions that there are "about
350 people" there. (This un male speaks for
approximately four minutes and is completely
unintelligible)

Applause

Another un male speaks :
<:

. . . the committee for the ...

of American Freedom... now in addition to that
we have immediate prospects of participating in the
Washington Square Forum. . . connected with the
American Forum. . .however, we are . . . give a
very brief sketch of ... our main base of operation.
This is predominantly a Negro Forum, 27 years in the
area led. . . by the Communist Party. In recent period
we have learned ... split in the leadership...

- <42 -
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51 (coape lied?) by the Consiunist Party to the extent that those
who... have found it necessary to carry the load of the forum
without the support of the Communist Party.. # and just about
that time ... This has sent us through the 1055 election
campaign... our comrades ... Vice President and Presidential
candidate First through the President a resolution
which he accepted (by the forum? ) which concluded that the
forum... encouraged the vanguard element... This resolution
was ... with the national organization (policy?) ...

official ... delegation ... 14 people which was a relatively
substantial number of people...
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Unknown Now we have returned. We're busy going ... this
male: event. These point toward the use of the

instrument of independent political action
proposing . . . taking the ini dative and putting
forward independent class candidates in the
coming election, not alone necessarily but
in collaboration with other organizations.
I want to say this. I purposely ran down
a list of these organizations because we're
faced with a problem. The problem that
having been engaged ... in this organizational
effort now we » re trying to compete . . . con-
centration on individuals so it is very true
that ...

End of speech; apylausd. .Here a considerable
amount was unintelligible.

Unknown I think if the delegates from Los Angeles ...
male(ap- :

parently
the
Chairman)

Unknown Recruitment campaign . . . There are problems ln-
. male: volved ... that of the SP - SDF. We now do

recruitment work ... for -the first time in
many years ... That is the way recruitment
problems . . . revolutionary spokesman on one
hand . . . collaboration on the other. In
Los Angeles ... this has been reflected in a
gain of six new members among youth in the
past year . . .One of these came to us and
Joined out party from the Socialist Party
not as a result of ... on our part but by
confusion . . . failure of the local YSL leaders
to approach her. We too have been gathered
from all political tendencies, from left-wing
democrats associated with the LYL, CP and SP.
Now our ability to win over the revolutionary
... in the American working class ... on mass
youth movement, revolutionary movement.

- 44 -
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Unknown
male:

Unknown
male:

Considerable unintelligible material.

San Francisco working within the past month
. . . the most Important one, the Independent
Socialist Forum, organized about the same as
the American Forum for instance in New York.
We’ve been going now for about five months
of this ... Their main activity is sponsoring
public meetings that bring speakers on
Socialism . • . What we ' re trying to do is further
the aims of the Party . .

.

Considerable amount of unintelligible material.

The closing of the California Labor School
was an unfortunate blow but ... we're going
to form a new school ... we're supporting
the Sobell Committee...
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.(Speaker Relieved to be TED DOSTAL, from
the Youngstown, Ohio, Area, Just Starting:

)

"I would like to take a few minutes to discuss
some of the work the various political differences
in my opinion and \?e have some comrades' highly
successful in this work that makes application of this
theory entirely practical. We happen to see a good portion
of this work in Youngstown because of this position of
theirs and our past many years of working in the labor
movement, fox’ we were able to move in on some of the
last fall when the committee had offered to come into
Youngstown to investigate the alleged __ association.
They moved in on some people who had formei’ly represented
the IWO (?). We immediately contacted the people who the
government and a3ked them if we could help them to
organize some movement to help in their defense. They were
very pleased with that and proceeded to take a place in the
movement ______ organization of the Committee of
Youngstovxn . Our particular associated
group moved in and were very pleased because we were the
only ones in the whole Youngstown District who had done
anything at all on the defense against the committee that
had come into Youngstown to ,

"Also it was because of this situation we are
willing to find and take final claim in spite of the
reactionary attitude of the _____ ivhich other
accept. We also contacted some people,' also some tarty

'r i

.

people who were sympathetic to the Stalinists .

We immediately contacted many inside the mass movement there
who had been expelled from the unions not because of

the unions but who had been removed from office in 1943
because of their past affiliation with the workers party,
and these people were and proceeded to march down
to see of the movement and they put the pressure
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on that group of officials of the movement for the
of the McClellan Committee. And with that we get involved
in the woric with the cooperation with the former people
of the party and their own Stalinist movement.
Some of these had been leaders of the little steel strike
and the during the little steel strike. Some of
the other works, I would like to insert here we had contact
with the leaders of the CP in the Cleveland area or rather
in that area in Western Pennsylvania and discussed with them our
attitude toward the McClellan Committee and also i<e

the movement which is the youth movement .

We got the agreement and, of course, an agreement
with Posterites, that more or less make a record of the
fact that they provided an agreement that you are opposed
to the McClellan .Committee. They also stressed the >need
of a movement in '-•the entire steel industry and the question
of the unemployment discussion. Now with this information
we ask them to vote Stalinism and whose .

we .
" (End of Speech)

Next Speaker Believed to be FARRELL DODDS

"Time will permit us to have further reports on the
excellent work of comrades and various sections and parties

. This compensates in part at least by the fact that
the comrades from around the country have been doing a pretty
neat job of sending us reports to to the national office-
of the key developments and experiences and suggestions arising
from the work in each branch and to the best of our ability,
we have been trying to redistribute that information at
least in order to to the branches. And we urge you
to continue sending in these reports, and we will continue
to supply the information.

"Now, in the same connection, I would like to take
just a few minutes of the summary time to give you some
information about the character of the forum that we have
promised to you. First, vfith respect to the situation
relating to the SP-SDF. The time the forum was in the
process of being created the SP-SDF National Action Committee,
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"the National Secretary laid down the decree prohibiting
six members of the organisation including several members
of the legislative committee who defied this stand and
joined the National Committee of the American Forum, ‘with
this attack that reached its major point of intensity thus
far in the subpoenaes of the Eastland Committee, and all
this was laid do\m by the National Action Committee of
SP-SDF, giving its participants ten days to get off the
American Forum or get out of SP-SFF. Real generous. Four
of the six that defied this ultimatum to this point arc
Insisting on their rights to remain and fight before
Now we can’t be optimistic that they will carry any of the
SP-SDF but if they serve aid to the Forum, then whether in
the next week or two or three of the attack on them that
is important. Of even greater impox’tance is the fact that
at the same time their work draws two of the SP-SDF members,
one of them being MAC REYNOLDS (PA), the so-called leader
of the left wing in the SP who

_
. Two members of

SP-SDF, who are out on Long' Island,
answered this withdrawal by applying for membership in the
Forum.

"And a meeting of the working committee of the Forum
asked for two days to accept their membership. At the same meeting
that was very important, a representative of the YSL or rather
two representatives of the YSL applied and one ;;as accepted.
The reason only one was accepted was this, that we have had
an informal understanding that each of the organizations have _

™
one representative on the committee and so committee
decided which would be the representative.

"The decisive factor is that there came support
from a new quarter, that in mind that fact that here was
a new weapon to use against the Shachtmanite defense.
They fell down and got lost into the swamp of democracy.
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"Now a complete review of the Communist Party forum
would be helpful to . His the after several weeks we can
make the generally accurate statement of their formation and
especially of this the Gates Wing, while they are
searching through the forum for a means to find their way
toward acceptance in more maturistic circles one ,

They are certain of the useful purpose of helping us to
reach rank and file members of the CP by their participation
in this forum. Now here are the essential lines of the
Gates policy we have received:

"1. They now participate without reservation
or qualification the support of SWP
victims of the witchhunt. They do this
on the grounds that they recognized that their
past position is politically unobtainable.
That is, of opposing the and they
possibly will have to defend" themselves
on this score. And the Fosterites are
opposing the Forum all the v:ay, and the
word from what we believed is a whole authentic
source, that this on the eve of the

Forum, that the Fosterites or
Foster himself are writing a letter
explaining that in the ‘Daily Worker 1

or denouncing the Gates participation
in the American Forum- as a manifest But
apparently this

,

"2. Point of Oates policy. They are firmly opposed
to any Kind of a united front action or
big party to party debate between the
CP and the SWP. They are opposed to this
because the Fosterites are against sending .

They do not really want to participate
with us at the forum .

(He does not give Point 30
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"4-. The Gates group Is trying every way It can
to de-emphasize any kind of fraternization

between the CP and the SVJP to strengthen any
form of relationship between leading represen-
tatives of these two organizations through
such organization as the American Forum,
We don’t hold still for that. It is very true,
but off hand Gates is breaking through it,
we are breaking through it with support. We have
in mind then the exceptional elements of. ,

*5* Their approach to the struggle of the-
National Committee of the American Forum
is marked by desire on one side to lead
themselves to taking of character of a
CP front. And it is very bad for us. On
more than one occasion I‘ve sat there
at the Forum. One concrete . example Is a .

vicious attack demonstration of courage
on the part of the Forum .

'

'Bloomberg Iph), the main representative of
. They are very nervous about tending

in any ’way toward being a CP front. The other
half of the policy is that they want to be equally
careful to try to keep the National Committee
of the American Forum, colored in such a
way that it does not have the essential
semblance of a CP-^bufthat 3 s what it is
because there is nothing in this forum
but these two organizations, these skinheads
of these meetings where they sit around -with
outside sources and college professors and

. STAROBIN, onoe Foreign Editor of
the 'Daily Worker *

- 50 -•
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"Now it Is important to keep this in mind v;hen
it comes to the question of the local committees, and I
want to make one other point first, the ;;orIcing committee
is now calling for a public meeting here in Mew York
on a and we think there is a possibility of a very
good meeting and of getting a forward front to the
whole problem through this action which will come
about in spite of the action of the Eastland Committee .

Now at the same time the orientation is for the extension of
the forum vehicle in the form of local committees throughout
the country affiliating with the American Porun. National
likeness. and its because of that will be the basic
policy of the Gates wing of the CP wiTiTch is the ultimate
that it will find here and there is some possibility of
worry in creation of local committees."

C
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Now at the same time the only action Is for the
foreign people throughout the country. . .obligated with the
American form of the national mechanism...

Now this is what the national committee for the
seventh time has returned for the effect of the post-war
conditions. ..as originally planned the committee will report
on the International aspect...

The government is now preparing the even control...
the object is to use the perogatives of democracy as a pretext
for the passing of new anti-labor laws... this concept which
will suppose. . .and its final effects of speeding the
of the so called Democrats . . .until we have been unified in our
attack on the Labor Party question around the youth campaign...
by the fact that the 1956 election will be...have been
Democrats for the. second time in the White House. Now
these opportunities are. ..but that this whole concept...
the combined process. . .our friends is the revolutionary
forces standing throughout the last movement and their •

guide at the same time ...

We cannot guarantee.. .but we can say there are
definite prospects of making some careful pagan realistic...from
boundaries of stone for the construction of the left wing...
the revolutionary forces movement can help the process
along by initiating a united front action to
consolidate...

...Bupport the work of the NAACP, the NIA, and
other Negro workers leagues who play a united role in the
civilized movement . That in the period ahead we will
work consistently and constructively to try to elaborate
the plan that every worker is obiliged to some...: and
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In the sense that we have to understand that even Initially
in these groups small or large there is some creed in these
particular circumstances which like other classes*
what we are seeking to do is to make contact with currents
where we can whenever we make contact in any period or
national movement our first thoughts would be not how
can we lock this person up but how can we use this
contact as a means of reaching some other person...

. . . the greatest overhead expense has been to try
and meet the objectives. . .and this has created an uneven
sense of odium concerning the condition of the CP. ...
concerning POSTER and the CP,,.. Smith Act case.

I want to close by exercising a very crucial point
that in any of these situations no matter how bad they
seemed at the moment, ...

(Applause) *
0

(This portion is summarized. The speaker put forth
-

a motion for vote which motion was carried.)

. . . the delegates of the present national
convention of the Socialist Workers Party send their
heartest greetings and-fellow delegates to the comrades
of our folk organization.. .our best wishes to the British
Workers Party for your success...

(At this point a womans voice unaudible appeared to
be giving directions as to how to reach certain addresses
in New York City.)
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(100-3G7635) 6/23/57Dir- CTOT ,
*'81

SAC, PORTLAND { lOO-ROO'j.)

HATIO^Al C0rt«lTTE6 TO SfCURE
JUSTICE ]W T«£ ROSENbEftfr CASE
IL-fj I.-A-50

DO: TT

Rerep $A WILLIAM SAVTJ 1 L nROVV, Portland, dated
2/20/57 and bulet 3/1B/57.

T\o information has been received by the i-ortlanJ
Office to indicate that captioned organlza tlon has been
engaged In any activity of any kind since submission of
referenced report.

This matter is being retained in a pending
inactive status and will be followed closely through all
available sources.

2-Pureau ( 100-3'783L) { PM)
1-New D!ork ( 100-107111) ( RV,)

l-Portland (100-900U)
WS?:Jdt
(k)
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TO* DIRECTOR, FBI

FROiU...,.,,, SAC, SAK JDIfidO i100-10799)

'•'COMHlteB' TO SECURE JUSTICE* .*,*. -

*/ * r
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reliable, advised on 8/22/57, that- .-.,*

breakfast held <3/16/57 at Community Unitarian Fellowship
Headquarters/ A56i North Ave., San Diego/ for boii^fit of
San D teres Soboll Committee, an adjunct of C5JKS,

V

.gtennln<frd^froa surveillance, Ti:lo la first tliuAAn «p~
as““

irfr^that.CP members and auapeOted*OP~*scwbe«( Ji&ve
put ett masse in euppeirtyef^a^frent oj

V * .' .

rt.i

7 C&JMS was formed to obtain funds to secure a new
trial or the release of MORTON SOBELL, convicted of eoneplraey#
to ao^srlt espionage on behalf of the Soviet Union, 3/29/51*

A

fO'W.Y-

tff'

¥+** when the Communists were expelled from the
San Diego First Unitarian Church by the pastor, PST3R SA?tS0N,
they set up a competitive organisation, the Corm:,unity Unitarian
Fellowship. This was designed to operate as a ’non-religious'
front organization #M . The Communist group was refused
recognition both by the Can Diego Unitarian Church and by
the African Unitarian Association, the parent body of
Unite rlan churches In America," (Committee on Un-American
Activities, Annual Report for 1955* II.R. 1648, January 17#
1$56,. opiglnally released January’ 11,, 1556# p« 26),

3, - Director, FBI <AM REGISTERED) ,

n% Hew York (AM RECISTERSD)(100-107111)
'

4-^f.n Diego (100-9300^100-6707) (1004835 )

^

*jo« w«« •
.;• ;r > • >
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SUBJECT ROSENBERG/SOBELL COMMITTEE

0

SERIAL DATE

CONSISTING OF PAGES

is exempt from disclosure, in its entirety,
under (b)(1) as it has been classified pursuant
to Executive Order 11652 as it contains
information which would disclose an intelligence
source. This serial bears the Classification
Officers number SK
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September 3# 1957

AIRTEL AIRMAIL-REGISTERED

TO:

4

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-387835) (REG) —

FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (100-22197) b
.

V V
’ v

4

i
1

RE: COMMITTEE TO SECURE JUSTICE FOR V

MORTON SQBELL
IS - c

LiZ. i

C2NAL. The newspaper captioned "Morton Sobeli. Prisoner
on our Conscience" for the caonth of November 1936 published by
the Committee to Secure Justice for NORTON SQBELL, on page 2
contains an article captioned "Notables Abroad Ask Justice." “*

According to this article the former Minister of Education of
Mexico, Dr. LUIS SANCHEZ PONTON, now a Professor of Law &t
the University of Mexico, has become one of MORTON SOBELL’s
attorneys. The article continued that Dr. PONTON, an expert
on International law, is participating In SQBELL 1 s present
appeal from Judge KAUFMAN’S refusal to hold a hearing. A photo-
graph of PONTON accompanied the above article.

On August 28, 1957# former advised that Dr. LCJIS
SANCHEZ POMPON Is a noted educator and a man who has considerable
prestige among the Mexican Intellectuals. He gave admission-
free lectures frequently in the late 19*10 »s at the "Instltuto
Cultural Mexlcano-Ruso, (Institute of Mexican-Russian Culture]
located at Edison #47, Mexico Citj

>7I>

3 - Bureau (100-387835) (REG-AM)
a>- New York (Info) (100-10711) (REO-AM)
2 - Seattle (100-22197)

cc: 100-23538 Sub A
REM:msd
(6)



SE 100-22197

Source advised that PONTON was said to have been
Mexican Ambassador to the Soviet Union for a brief period of
approximately l£ years during the early 1930' s, probably under
the presidency of ABILARDO RODRIGUEZ EMILIO, or PORTES GIL.

Source advised that PONTON reportedly has participated
In many "leftist causes At the University in Mexico City
(Universldad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico), he Is considered to
side with the Communist group concerning university policies •

and in 1932 supported the student strike there. '"$8$’^btures

*

djgaagkjooatly, wlth;i.efc&T a^^istoriCa’l^bpica . He is a defender
'oTthe Soviet Union“and frequently attacks the United States.
Source believes him to be about 60 to 65 years old at the
present time.

The source identified the picture of Dr. LUIS SANCHEZ
PONTON appearing with the MORTON SOBELL article , aj

Identical with the Dr. LUIS SANCHEZ PONTON
it the "Instltuto Ct

rus.

cano -
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has been given. This information includes r^c-r^y*^
dates and places of meetings which were •

attended by a limited number of people known,

~

to the informant and/or information from these v -

meetings and situations in which an informant
was in close contact with members of these =
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his Identity. ...
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TOt DIRECTS, FBI (100-337835)

FRCWj SAC, PHCfTTm (100-1333)

RBt RATIONAL Cf?J':TTTEE TO SECURE
JUSTICE TW TOE ROSENEERO CASE, waa. \

* INTSIUIAL SECURITY - C
' I*TER*fAL SEC’IRITT ACT CP 19llO ’ " • .

- •
.

Rerep ef SA CAJ.VTfl R. FFANS, dated 8/19/57, at Phoenix, Arizona.

There are transmitted herewith bUc revised cooirp each of PagesThere are transmitted herewith bUc revised ewir^enrh of Pages

1, 2, 3, it, and 6* In addition, the date of ^H^for T-l and
T-2, listed In Phoenix letter of 8/19 $7 to the bureau in this
case, under theeoDtiCTi "Date of Veetirtg and/or Activity" should
be changed toHJ^p. The revisions made cn these pages are

typographical changes, not cdaspellings, which were not apparent
at the tine the report vas enbndtted. These natters or re noted
on 9A/57 upon the return of dictating agent fron annual leave.
The outside agencies receiving copies of this report have been
advised by letter of the changes being nado in thio roport.

*

j..o. if

'sic. >5

SEC. - 2

,S£C. S3-

.SEC. I4

ScC.'l*

"jSL «
_..SEC. *7

SEC. *

.SEC. 1

SEC. ’•

CROEIIT

w i/i

3. - Bureau (100-337835) (End. 6)
CzJ- Hew York (100-107111) (£«cl. 2)
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TO SAC, PHOENIX (100-l|-333) ^ V SK

FROM SAC, mt YORK (100-107111)

COT-PTTTEF TO SRCURE JUSTICE FOR MORTOT 3 OBELI
IS-C , .

ISA
J

OP 't y '< ~ '
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Re Phoenix eir-tel to the Director undated, '
- •

w - ‘

caotloned ss above, which furnished eorreoted cages 1*2, 3,4 and .-

ft to the report of SA CALVIN W. EVANS dated 8/19/57, at
Phoenix, Arizona,

Re airtel listed two conies of above pages es
enclosures to the NYO. Referenced enclosures were not
received by this office, " Phoenix will furnish appropriate X
copies for the , completion of NYO files.

*9 -r‘ » .
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2 - Phoenix (100-Ij333) (RM)
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1 - Supervisor BERNARD J. CONNELL, 7-2
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